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ABSTRACT
Spartna alternflora, the domnant vegetaton n many salt marshes, has the potental to 
remoblze metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, N, Pb, Zn) from sedment to the local salt marsh envronment. 
My research determned the nfluence of sedment metal concentraton, sedment type and saln-
ty on the uptake, dstrbuton and accumulaton of metals by S. alternflora tssues and excreted 
salts.  Spartna alternflora was cultvated at a constant salnty n natural and dredge sedments 
wth three levels of metal addtons (control, low, and hgh).  The dstrbuton and concentraton 
of metals n S. alternflora was nfluenced by both metal treatments and sedment type; however, 
the metals vared n ther uptake and dstrbuton.  The proportonal dstrbuton of metals among 
tssues was nfluenced only by the level of metal contamnaton.  Metal concentratons n dfferent 
tssues ncreased wth ncreased levels of metal contamnaton, but sedment type also nfluenced 
tssue concentratons.  In contrast, the concentraton of metals n excreted salts dd not ncrease 
n response to sedment contamnaton, and some metals n excreted salts decreased sgnficantly 
as metal contamnaton ncreased.  In a concurrent experment, S. alternflora was cultvated n 
dredge sedment wth a low level of metal addton at three salntes (0 psu, 15 psu, 30 psu).  The 
dstrbuton of Pb and Zn n tssues and excreted salts was nfluenced by salnty.  Further analyss 
of the results from these experments showed that the concentraton factor (CF) and translocaton 
factor (TF) for tssues and excreted salts vared among metals, and were sgnficantly nflu-
enced by metal contamnaton. To a lesser degree, sedment type, the nteracton between metal 
treatment and sedment type, and salnty also nfluenced the CFs and TFs.  Addtonally, the 
concentratons of metals n excreted salts were determned n two coastal marshes of Lousana. 
The concentraton of metals was much lower than the only other prevously publshed values from 
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New Jersey, and the cause for ths dscrepancy s unclear.  The physologcal and geochemcal 
bases for these uptake patterns are not well understood.  However, my observatons llustrate the 
complexty of metal uptake by S. alternflora and have potentally sgnficant mplcatons for the 
trophc transfer of metals wthn salt marsh food webs.
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CHAPTER 1 — INTRODUCTION
Salt marshes are globally mportant ecosystems. In temperate and some sub-tropcal cl-
mates, they are the domnant communty of ntertdal, low-energy envronments (Mendelssohn 
and McKee 2000). Hgh levels of prmary producton n marshes are mportant locally, and also 
serve as a source of organc materal to adjacent estuarne and coastal waters to whch much of 
the prmary producton s exported ether drectly, as partculate or dssolved substances, or as 
faunal bomass (Turner 1993, Moran and Hodson 1994, Dawes 1998, Deegan et al. 2000, Men-
delssohn and McKee 2000). Salt marshes are mportant nurseres and habtats for a varety of 
commercally and recreatonally mportant aquatc speces (Dawes 1998, Zmmerman et al. 2000, 
O’Connell et al. 2005). Coastal marshes serve as natural filters for rvers enterng the shallow con-
tnental shelf envronment when emergent plants promote sedment accumulaton, whch creates 
new land and removes a varety of contamnants from the water column (Dawes 1998, Zheng et 
al. 2004). Despte ther vtal role, salt marshes are senstve systems that are vulnerable to many 
anthropogenc factors (Dawes 1998).
The Gulf of Mexco coastal regon contans 55% of the coastal marshes n the U.S. (Men-
delssohn and McKee 2000, Mtsch and Gosselnk 2000). Lousana alone contans 41% of the 
naton’s salt marshes, wth Spartna alternflora as the domnant macrophyte (Mendelssohn and 
McKee, 2000). The salt marshes of Lousana are natonally mportant waterfowl and fisher-
es habtats (Bass and Turner 1997, Zmmerman et al. 2000, Lndstedt 2005). Lousana’s salt 
marshes are of crtcal economc mportance due to the nfrastructure supportng the offshore 
ol and gas ndustry that s located throughout the coastal zone (Laska et al. 2005). Lousana s 
currently experencng rapd land loss whch s changng the character of the coastal marshes and 
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threatenng the ndustres and populatons located n the coastal zone (Templet and Meyer-Arendt 
1988, Bass and Turner 1997, Turner 1997, Day et al. 2000, Laska et al. 2005). 
As a result of ths land loss, marsh creaton and restoraton programs have been devel-
oped n Lousana and these programs are often based on the use of dredged sedments (Ford et 
al. 1999, Streever 2000, Edwards and Proffitt 2003, Mendelssohn and Kuhn 2003, Slocum et al. 
2005). Dredge materal s generally the correct sol texture for new plant growth and also stmu-
lates the growth of exstng salt marsh plants (Patrck et al. 1984, Leonard et al. 2002, Edward 
and Mlls 2005, Deng et al. 2008). A varety of approaches to salt marsh creaton and restoraton 
are used n Lousana and natonwde, ncludng the addton of thn layers of dredge materals 
(Ford et al. 1999, Leonard et al. 2002, Mendelssohn and Kuhn 2003, Slocum et al. 2005) and the 
buld up of subtdal sedments to ntertdal levels ether as extensve flats or as ‘terraces’ whch 
are nterspersed wth subtdal areas (Shafer and Streever 2000, Rozas and Mnello 2001, Mullens 
2006
In addton to obvous habtat modficaton, Lousana salt marshes are the ste of ntense 
antropogenc actvtes assocated wth the ol and gas ndustry and coastal fishng (Laska et al. 
2005, Sneddon et al. 2007). Anthropogenc mpacts on coastal marshes resultng from these actv-
tes nclude ncreased pollutant loads, of whch metals are an mportant component (Gambrell 
1994, Wllams et al. 1994, Sanger et al. 1999, Wes and Wes 2004). Metals can be ntroduced to 
the salt marsh envronment through the natural weatherng of local rocks; however ths s unlkely 
to be a sgnficant source of metals n Lousana marshes relatve to anthropogenc sources. 
Anthropogenc sources of metals nclude urban runoff, pont source dscharges by ndustry, land-
fills, sewage dscharge, agrcultural runoff, rverne nputs, boatng actvtes, and the addton of 
dredge spol or contamnated fill (Carbonell-Barrachna et al. 1998, Kelley and Mendelssohn 1995, 
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Kong and Mendelssohn 1996, Novotny 1995, Sanger et al. 1999, Wllams et al. 1994, Wes et al. 
2005, Barrett and McBren 2007). 
Speces of the genus Spartna (cordgrasses) are an mportant component of the vegeta-
ton communty n salt marshes throughout the world (Adam 2002, Ayres et al. 2004, Brusat and 
Grosholz 2006) and frequently colonze dredge sedments (Craft et al. 1999, Edwards and Proffitt 
2003). Feld and laboratory studes have shown that Spartna spp. grown n sedments contam-
nated wth metals may exhbt elevated tssue concentratons of some metals such as, cadmum, 
copper, lead, mercury, nckel, and znc (Gleason et al. 1979, Gbln et al. 1980, Alberts et al. 1990, 
Otte et al. 1991, Wllams et al. 1994, Kong and Mendelssohn 1996, Burke et al. 2000, Caçador et 
al. 2000, Wndham et al. 2001a, Wndham et al. 2001b, Wes and Wes 2004, Suntornvongsagul 
et al. 2007). Concentratons of metals have been shown to vary among plant organs such as leaves, 
stems, and roots (Alberts et al. 1990, Otte et al. 1991, Park and Presley 1997, Caçador et al. 2000, 
Wndham et al. 2001a, Wes et al. 2004, Suntornvongsagul et al. 2007). Seasonal studes over the 
course of several months or one year have shown that Spartna spp. exhbt seasonal fluctuatons 
n the metal concentratons found n the varous tssues (Gleason et al. 1979, Gbln et al. 1980, 
Caçador et al. 2000, Wndham et al. 2001b, Wes et al. 2003, Wndham et al. 2003). 
Current research has focused on nteractons between dfferent metals and how the uptake 
and dstrbuton of metals by Spartna spp. are affected (Suntornvongsagul et al. 2007). A rarely 
studed component of metals assocated wth Spartna spp. are the metals present on the leaf sur-
face wth excreted salts. Kraus (Kraus et al. 1986, Kraus 1988) predcted that metals n excreted 
salts of S. alternflora could account for a large amount of contamnant metal (Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, N, 
Pb) moblzaton n salt marshes. Burke et al. (2000) and Wndham et al (2001b) determned the 
concentraton of multple metals n the excreted salts of S. alternflora n urban marshes.
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When consderng the potental for the remoblzaton of metals to salt marsh food webs, 
prevous studes have typcally focused on drect consumpton of S. alternflora tssues (as 
detrtus)(Wes et al. 2002, Wndham et al. 2003). Although these studes often show accumulaton 
of metals n S. alternflora, the majorty of the metals are assocated wth belowground bomass 
(e.g. Banus et al. 1975, Alberts et al. 1990, Wllams et al. 1994, Wes et al. 2002, Wndham et 
al. 2004). The potental for metals to be remoblzed to the food web through excreton on the 
leaf surface has rarely been addressed (Wes and Wes 2004). S. alternflora s capable of excret-
ng metals (Cd, Cr, Hg, N and Pb) on the leaf surface as salts at concentratons greater than that 
found n tdally nundatng seawater (Kraus et al., 1986; Kraus, 1988). Burke et al. (2000) and 
Wndham et al. (2001b) showed that n both the field and the laboratory, contamnant metals 
(Cu, Cr, Hg, Pb and Zn) were moved through the plants and excreted onto the leaf surface as 
salts rather than beng retaned exclusvely wthn the plant tssues. Ths mples that the rnsng 
of S. alternflora leaves by researchers pror to metal analyss may have resulted n a substantal 
underestmaton of the avalablty of metals assocated wth S. alternflora. Only rarely has ths 
possble route of metal loss been acknowledged when not explctly studed (Caçador et al. 2000).
In order to protect the vulnerable salt marsh envronment, t s necessary to understand 
the ways that pollutants n the envronment could affect the sustanablty of exstng marshes 
or the success of restoraton efforts at stes of decayng or vanshed marshes. If pollutant metals 
become avalable to nvertebrate consumers, t s possble that ther fitness could be compromsed. 
It s possble that organsms that feed on S. alternflora, ts assocated epphytes, or the resultng 
detrtal materal, are exposed to elevated concentratons of metals when feedng on plants grown 
n contamnated sedment. Fauna assocated wth the leaf tssue of S. alternflora, such as 
nsects and the snal Lttorara rrorata (Dawes 1998, Sllman and Zeman 2001) mght face a 
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partcularly elevated rsk (relatve to other fauna) due to the presence of metals n the excreted 
salts on the leaf surface. 
My dssertaton research nvolved assessng the effects of sedment type, metal contamna-
ton and salnty on metals n the smooth cordgrass, S. alternflora Losel. (var Vermllon). The 
uptake and excreton of metals by S. alternflora and the dstrbuton of those metals between the 
dfferent tssues and the excreted salts was determned followng a 60-day greenhouse experment. 
The metal concentraton of the tssues and excreted salts was then further analysed to enable 
nterpretaton of S. alternflora’s physologcal response to changes n the sedment type, metal 
contamnaton and salnty. Fnally, a two year field survey of the metals n excreted salts of S. 
alternflora growng n Lousana salt marshes was conducted. Although the queston of trophc 
transfer of metals from excreted salts to nvertebrate fauna was not addressed n ths dssertaton, 
the combnaton of greenhouse and field study provdes an mportant step n understandng the 
potental for trophc transfer.
Chapter 2 examnes the effects of sedment type and level of metal contamnaton on the 
uptake, dstrbuton, and excreton of metals by S. alternflora n a greenhouse experment. The 
sedment types ncluded n the experment were naturally deposted sedment collected from the 
edge of a marsh and un-vegetated dredge sedment whch had been placed ntertdally as part of a 
marsh-creaton project. Three levels of metal contamnaton were appled to each sedment type. 
The control treatment receved no addtonal metals and reflected the naturally occurrng metal 
levels n the sedments. The low and hgh treatments receved 1x and 5x the metal concentratons 
recorded n dredge sedment collected from Port Fourchon, LA respectvely. Sedment type 
was a sgnficant nfluence on N and nteracted wth the metal contamnaton treatment to help 
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nfluence the concentratons of Pb and Zn. However, the majorty of sgnficant effects were 
derved from the effect of the metal contamnaton treatment. 
Chapter 3 assess the effect of salnty on the uptake, dstrbuton, and excreton of metals 
by S. alternflora n a greenhouse experment that was performed concurrently wth the exper-
ment descrbed n Chapter 2. The sedment type used was dredge sedment wth a low level of 
metals added. The salnty of the overlyng water was mantaned at 0 psu, 15 psu, or 30 psu for 
the course of the experment. Pb and Zn were the only metals sgnficantly nfluenced by salnty, 
and the responses vared between dfferent tssues and the excreted salts.
Chapter 4 s a further analyss of the data reported n Chapters 2 and 3. Concentraton 
factors were calculated to relate the concentraton of metals n the tssues and excreted salts of 
S. alternflora to the concentraton of metals n the sedment. Addtonally, translocaton factors 
were calculated to relate the concentraton of metals n the dfferent tssues and excreted salts of 
S. alternflora to each other. The concentraton factors and translocaton factors were then tested 
to determne how they responded to changes n the sedment type, the level of metal contamna-
ton, and the salnty of the overlyng water. Translocaton factors revealed the nfluence of salnty 
on patterns of metal dstrbuton;partcularly the movement of Cu between stem and leaf tssue, 
whch had not been clear n Chapter 3. 
Chapter 5 presents the metal concentratons n excreted salts of S. alternflora collected 
durng a two-year field study n the marshes of coastal Lousana. Marshes n the Sabne NWR 
and near Port Fourchon LA were sampled twce annually from February 2004 through August 
2005. Lead was the only metal whch for whch the concentraton n excreted salts could be 
related to the concentraton of Pb n the sedment (as defined by the Pb/Al rato).
Chapter 6 summarzes the overall results.
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CHAPTER 2 — THE UPTAKE, DISTRIBUTION AND 
EXCRETION OF MULTIPLE METALS BY SPARTINA 
ALTERNIFLORA (LOISEL.) GROWN IN METAL-
AMENDED SEDIMENTS
INTRODUCTION
The Gulf of Mexco coastal regon contans 55% of the salt marshes n the Unted States. 
They are domnated by the emergent macrophyte, Spartna alternflora (Losel.). In ths regon, 
most S. alternflora marshes are found along the Lousana coast and are so extensve that they 
consttute 41% of the naton’s salt marshes (Mendelssohn and McKee 2000). The salt marshes of 
Lousana are natonally mportant waterfowl and fisheres habtats (Bass and Turner 1997, Lnd-
stedt 2005) as well as the ste of consderable ol and natural gas extracton and the locaton of 
assocated petrochemcal actvtes. Lousana’s salt marshes are of crtcal economc, ecologcal 
and cultural mportance not only to local resdents, but also to the naton as a whole (Laska et al. 
2005, Lndstedt 2005). 
Due to the degraded condtons of coastal marshes n Lousana, salt marsh restoraton s 
of great nterest to the publc, polcy makers, and researchers. A number of strateges featurng the 
addton of sedment to marsh systems have been employed to rebuld or replace marshes whch 
have subsded below sea level or been removed through eroson (Ford et al. 1999, Streever 2000, 
Slocum et al. 2005). Typcally sedments are dredged from offshore regons or nearby shppng 
channels or port facltes and used wthout further processng n marsh restoraton programs. It s 
possble that sedments dredge from the shppng channels or port facltes n partcular may con-
tan a number of contamnants that could be harmful to vegetaton and fauna the nhabt the newly 
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formed or supplemented marsh (Wnger et al. 2000). The addton or use of dredge sedments may 
be a source of metal contamnaton n salt marshes.
Studes of metals n salt marsh plants most commonly report the tssue concentratons for 
a sute of metals and other contamnants n plants that have been grown n a varety of substrates 
n field settngs. Metal values are commonly reported for the domnant marsh macrophytes such 
as Phragmtes australs, Spartna spp. and Aster spp. In lab or greenhouse based studes, the 
effects of a sngle metal addton on a salt marsh macrophyte are most commonly studed, rarely 
have studes addressed the mpacts of 2 or more contamnants on plant growth and the dstrbu-
ton of contamnants among tssues. 
When consderng the potental for the remoblzaton of metals to salt marsh food webs, 
studes typcally focus on drect consumpton of S. alternflora tssues (as detrtus) and these 
studes often show a mnmal accumulaton of metals n S. alternflora tssues (e.g. Alberts et al. 
1990, Wllams et al. 1994). Although the majorty of S. alternflora bomass enters the food web 
ndrectly (Dawes 1998), there are mportant exceptons ncludng a varety of terrestral nsects 
(e.g. Prokelsa margnata) and the gastropod mollusc, Lttorara rrorata, whch feed drectly on 
aerally exposed S. alternflora (Dawes 1998, Sllman and Zeman 2001, Moon and Stlng 2002). 
The potental for metals to be remoblzed to the food web through excreton on the leaf 
surface has rarely been addressed. Spartna alternflora s capable of excretng metals (Cd, Cr, Hg, 
N and Pb) on the leaf surface as salts at concentratons greater than that found n tdally nun-
datng seawater (Kraus et al. 1986, Kraus 1988). Burke et al. (2000) and Wndham et al. (2001b) 
showed that n both the field and the laboratory, metals (Cu, Cr, Hg, Pb and Zn) were moved 
through the plants and excreted onto the leaf surface as salts rather than beng retaned exclusvely 
wthn the plant tssues. Ths ndcates that rnsng of S. alternflora leaves pror to metal analyss 
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may have resulted n a substantal underestmaton of the avalablty of metals assocated wth S. 
alternflora as fauna whch are assocated wth the leaf surface may experence elevated exposure 
to metals through the excreted salts.
 In order to better understand the potental for metal transfer from salt marsh sedments to 
the salt marsh food webs through S. alternflora, an experment was desgned to test the followng 
hypothess:
• Metal concentraton n the sedment wll not nfluence the uptake and dstrbuton of
 metals to S. alternflora tssues and excreted salt.
• Sedment source (natural marsh vs. dredge) wll not nfluence the uptake and dstrbuton
 of metals to S. alternflora tssues and excreted salt.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
To examne the transfer of metals from sedments to S. alternflora, and n partcular, the 
potental for transfer of metals through excreted salts, a greenhouse study was employed usng 
two sedment types commonly found n the coastal marshes of Lousana – naturally deposted 
sedments and dredge materal. A mxture of sx metals (Cd, Cu, Cr, Pb, N, Zn) was added to 
sedments at two treatment levels. The metals assocated wth S. alternflora were quantfied by 
samplng the salts secreted by S. alternflora leaves, the aboveground bomass (leaves and stems 
separately) and the belowground bomass. 
Expermental Desgn
A greenhouse located on the LSU campus n Baton Rouge, Lousana (USA) was used. 
Replcate plants were mantaned on a wet table (approxmately 1.2 m x 3 m) and had been cul-
tvated there for at least 6 months pror to the start of the experment. The experment ran for 60 
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days from July through September 2003 wth a natural photoperod of approxmately 14:10 lght:
dark and an ambent temperature of 26°C. 
Stems of S. alternflora (var. Vermllon) were propagated from stock acqured from the 
USDA Natural Resources Conservaton Servce Plant Materal Center n Golden Meadow, LA. 
The propagated varety was used to reduce the potental for genetc varaton between the stems. 
After several months of growth n fresh water to allow the development of a healthy root system, 
the S. alternflora was acclmated to 15 psu artfical seawater (InstantOcean, hereafter ASW) 
over a perod of three weeks. Two days pror to the start of the experment young, healthy stems 
were separated from pots and kept n tap water untl use.
Sedments were collected from the Port Fourchon area along Bayou LaFourche n Lou-
sana. Two types of sedments were collected: ‘Dredge’ sedments were collected from a marsh 
creaton ste where dredge materal had been placed ntertdally and ‘Natural’ sedments were 
collected at the edge of a naturally formed marsh on a secondary creek off of Bayou LaFourche. 
Approxmately 150 L of each sedment type were collected and brought back to the laboratory 
where debrs > 1cm were removed by sevng. None of the sx focal metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, N, Pb 
and Zn) n ether sedment exceeded the ER-M (Effects Range Medan – adverse effects were 
recorded n 50% of studes) proposed by Long et al. although Cd and N dd exceed the ER-L 
(Effects Range Low – adverse effects were rarely recorded) n both sedment types. The ntal 
metal concentratons of the two sedment types were smlar (Table 2.1) and each sedment type 
was homogenzed before a sub-sample of the sedments was used to create three metal treat-
ments. Metal salts (CdSO4, K2Cr2O7, CuCl2, NCl2, Pb(NO3)2, and ZnCl2) were dssolved n lghtly 
acdfied Mll-Q® water at concentratons ntended to result n metal addton to the sedments 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(Table 2.1). Each treatment was made up by slowly drppng the dssolved metals nto sedments 
beng contnuously strred. Henceforth, the resultng treatments wll be referred to as NC (natural 
sedment, 0x metal addton), NL (natural sedment, 1x metal addton), NH (natural sedment, 5x 
metal addton), DC (dredge materal, 0x metal addton), DL (dredge materal, 1x metal addton) 
and DH (dredge materal, 5x metal addton).
For each treatment, newly contamnated sedments were used to fill each of 4 (2.8 L) pots 
1/3 full. The 4 replcate pots and buckets of excess sedment were stored n a cold room for two 
weeks to allow the sedment treatments to age before beng used n the greenhouse. Three stems 
of S. alternflora that had been prevously separated were randomly assgned to each treatment 
pot and excess sedment n the buckets was used to fill the pots. In the greenhouse, ndvdual pots 
were set nsde tubs partally filled wth 15 psu ASW to solate them. Twce weekly, water from 
the tubs was used to water the pots. Treatments were mantaned for two months and addtonal 
water was added as needed to mantan water levels and salnty n the tubs. Every two weeks the 
tubs were shfted on the greenhouse table to mnmze poston effects.
Sample Collecton
Solar radaton and ar temperature were recorded weekly at multple ponts along the 
table usng a L-cor LI-1400 data logger wth a LI-190SA quantum sensor (LI-COR, Inc.; Lncoln, 
NE) and standard laboratory thermometer respectvely. Salnty n ndvdual tubs as well as water 
temperature was recorded usng a YSI 85 mult-meter (YSI Incorporated; Yellow Sprngs, OH). 
Sedment redox measurements were taken at 3cm and 10 cm depths mdway through the exper-
ment wth Pt wre electrodes and a calomel reference electrode. All redox values were calculated 
by addng +244 to recorded values (Kong and Mendelssohn, 1996). 
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One week pror to the concluson of the experment all leaves were washed wth de-on-
zed water (hereafter ‘DI water’) to remove any salts on the leaf surface. After allowng the salts 
to accumulate for 6 days, salts were collected for analyss. Three salt wpes were collected for a 
sngle plant n each pot and pooled (Wndham et al. 2001b). Salt wpes conssted of Whatman 
filter papers dampened wth DI water that were used to wpe both sdes of a sngle leaf twce. To 
mnmze the varaton n salt excreton assocated wth leaf age the uppermost, bottommost and a 
mddle leaf were sampled on each plant. Immedately followng salt collecton the leaves sampled 
for salts were collected and placed n Zploc bags. 
Stems of plants sampled for salts were also collected as representatve aboveground 
bomass. These samples were cut at the sedment surface and placed n Zploc bags. The below-
ground bomass assocated wth the sampled stem was separated from the bulk of the sedment 
and placed n a Zploc bag to be analyzed as root tssue. In the lab the leaf and stem tssues 
were separated usng a razor and the belowground bomass was separated from any remanng 
sedments by washng wth DI water. All tssues were washed wth DI water before beng blotted 
dry and wet weghts were taken. After beng dred n an oven at 60°C for a mnmum of 48 h, dry 
weghts were measured. Belowground bomass samples were coarsely chopped by hand usng a 
razor and leaf and stem samples were ground n a stanless steel coffee grnder before beng ashed 
n a muffle furnace at 480°C. 
Sedments n the pots compacted over the course of the experment, as a result t was not 
possble to collect cores from the pots for determnng the concentraton of metals n the sedment. 
Alternatvely, sedments were removed from pots as a sngle cohesve unt and slced nto quarters 
usng a plastc spatula. Ths provded access to nteror sedments that had not been n contact 
wth the pot and sedment samples (approxmately 4 cm3) were taken from nteror sedments at 
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three depths (0-1cm, 3-4cm and 6-7cm). Wet weghts were recorded before samples were dred 
n the oven at 60°C and dry weghts were recorded. After dryng, sedment samples were ground 
usng a glass mortar and pestle. A sub-sample of the sedments was used for organc matter analy-
ss usng the loss-on-gnton (LOI) technque presented n Snyder et al. 2004. The percent organc 
matter determned through LOI was used to calculate the percent organc carbon n the sedment. 
Organc Carbon = 0.4 (LOI)+0.0025 (LOI)2. (Craft et al. 1991)
Metal Analyss
All samples were dgested by refluxng n trace-metal grade HNO3 at 120°C for at least 
48 h (modfied from Mllward et al. 2004). For all sample types, the approprate blanks and 
reference materals (SRM – Standard Reference Materal) were ncluded. Blanks consstng of 3 
filter papers dampened wth DI water were ncluded for the salt wpes. Sedment samples were 
approxmately 1 g and pror to dgeston any vsble fine root materal was removed from the 
sample. Reference materal consstng of SRM 1646a (estuarne sedment) was dred along wth 
the sedment samples (Table 2.2). Salt wpes and sedment samples were ntally dgested n 5 
mL of trace-metal grade HNO3 before beng concentrated through evaporaton to a volume of 2.5 
mL. Ths sample was dluted to 50 mL usng Mll-Q water pror to analyss. Approxmately 0.5 
g of ashed plant materal was dgested n 2.5 mL trace-metal grade HNO3. Samples were concen-
trated to 1.25 mL before beng dluted usng Mll-Q water to a final volume of 25 mL. Samples 
of reference materal consstng of SRM 1547 (peach leaves) was ncluded wth the S. alternflora 
samples and processed n the same manner. The smaller final volume was used wth S. altern-
flora tssue samples to ensure samples would contan metals wthn detecton lmts. Samples were 
filtered through a 0.2 μm filter before beng analyzed usng an ICP-ES (Perkn-Elmer DV 3300 
ICP Spectrometer).
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Metals n excreted salts were ntally expressed as μg metal/g leaf dry wt/day. Metal 
excreton n salt was standardzed usng the weght of the leaves wped for salts. In calculatng 
the proportonal dstrbuton of metals, the concentraton of metals n the excreted salts was 
extrapolated to 60 days to allow for a more drect comparson wth metal concentratons n the 
S. alternflora tssue samples. Plant data was calculated as μg metal based on dry weght. Metal 
values n leaves were determned by combnng the sub-sample taken durng the collecton of 
salts and the sub-sample consstng of all other leaves on the plant. For some plant tssue samples, 
more materal was collected from a replcate than could be processed as a sngle sample. In these 
nstances, the sample was dvded nto 2 sub-samples that were ndependently processed. After 
sub-sample processng, the values obtaned were used to calculate a sngle value for the sample. 
Metal concentratons that had been expressed as μg metal/g dry weght were multpled by the 
total sub-sample weght to allow the total μg metal n the sample to be calculated. Ths value was 
then dvded by the total dry weght of plant tssue that was analyzed n both sub-samples. Sed-
ment data was calculated as µg metal based on dry weght.
Cd Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn Al Fe
SRM 1646a (estuarine sediment)
NIST 0.148 40.9 10.01 23* 11.7 48.9 2.297 2.008
ICP-ES 4.18 30.51 9.41 27.71 9.00 47.57 1.58 1.65
% difference +2725 -25 -6 20 -23 -3 -31 -17
SRM 1547 (peach leaves)
NIST 0.026 1* 3.7 0.69 0.87 17.9 -- --
ICP-ES 0.12 0.86 3.17 0.67 0.71 16.74 -- --
% difference +380 -14 -14 -2 -18 -6 -- --
Table 2.2 Evaluaton of analytcal method used. Al and Fe are expressed as percent of the 
total sedment weght and all other metals are expressed as ppm (µg/g dry weght). The NIST 
(Natonal Insttute of Standards and Technology) values are certfied means calculated from 
multple analytcal methods for each sample type. The ICP-ES values were calculated from 
SRM samples ncluded wth the expermental samples. The dfference between the two values s 
shown. Values marked wth an astersk are non-certfied values provded by the NIST. 
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Statstcs
The total bomass sampled was analyzed usng a fully nested two-way multvarate 
analyss of varance (MANOVA) to test for an effect of the sedment and metal treatments on the 
overall growth or the dstrbuton of bomass among tssue types. The response varables analyzed 
were the dry weghts (g) of belowground bomass, stem tssue, and leaf tssue. 
Each metal was analyzed separately usng a two-way MANOVA. The response varables 
ntally analyzed were the proporton of total metal n the belowground tssue, stem tssue, leaf 
tssue, and n excreted salts. The proportonal values were ln transformed as necessary to meet 
test assumptons for normalty and heteroscedastty. Intal tests ndcated that only metal concen-
traton sgnficantly nfluenced the proporton of metal n tssues, therefore a one-way MANOVA 
testng the effect of metal concentraton was performed. The untransformed proportonal dstrbu-
ton of each metal to the response varables was plotted.
The concentraton of each metal n belowground tssue, stem tssue, leaf tssue and 
excreted salts were analyzed n a separate two-way MANOVA. Cadmum and Cr n excreted 
salts were ln(n+1) transformed and all tssue types were ln(n) transformed for all metals to meet 
assumptons pror to analyss. The un-transformed metal concentratons for all varables was plot-
ted on a log10 scale and used for graphcal presentaton. 
All MANOVAs were performed for each metal usng SAS proc GLM. The two-way 
MANOVA desgn was fully nested wth all metal treatments represented n each sedment type. 
In all analyses, sgnficant dfferences between treatments for each response varable were deter-
mned usng the Tukey-Kramer test of calculated least square means. 
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RESULTS
 Lght ntensty at the tops of the S. alternflora stems ranged from 52 – 352 μmol s-1m-2 
over the duraton of the experment wth values remanng consstent at all ponts on the table dur-
ng any gven measurement perod. The temperature of the water on the wet tables ranged from 26 
– 29°C. Ar temperatures n the greenhouse were typcally between 27 and 30°C durng the day. 
Redox values ndcated that the sedment n most treatment pots was reduced (Eh < 350 mV) wth 
only 1 pot havng a negatve Eh value (Eh = -242 mV) and 1 pot havng an Eh value greater than 
350 mV (Eh = 360 mV). The calculated Eh for all pots at 3 cm was 176 mV ± 111 (average ± SD) 
and at 10 cm was 154 mV ± 70 (average ± SD). These values ndcate that N, Mn, and Fe would 
be reduced, but t s unlkely that sulfides would form (Mtsch and Gosselnk, 2000) and bnd the 
contamnant metals of nterest.
Metals
General Patterns. The metal treatment sgnficantly nfluenced the proporton of metal 
dstrbuted to excreted salts and tssues (MANOVA: F4, 7 = 6.26 (Cd); F8, 32 = 2.61 (Cr); 4.21 (Cu); 
3.70 (N); 11.45 (Pb); 17.37 (Zn), p ≤ 0.0200). The proporton of all metals except Cd dstrbuted to 
salts decreased sgnficantly as the concentraton of metals n the sedment ncreased (Fgure 2.1). 
The proportonal dstrbuton of metals to leaf tssue dd not show a sgnficant response for Cd , 
Cu, or Cr, but sedment metal concentraton sgnficantly nfluenced N, Pb, and Zn. The percent 
of total metals n stem tssue had a sgnficant response to sedment metal concentraton only for 
Cd and Cu. The percent of total metals n root tssue had a sgnficant response to sedment metal 
concentraton for Cr, Cu, N, Pb, and Zn.
There were no sgnficant dfferences n the total bomass of S. alternflora among any of 
the treatments after growng for 2 months n the greenhouse (MANOVA: F3, 15 = 0.39, p = 0.7628 
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(sedment); F6, 30 = 0.90, p = 0.5111 (metal); F6, 30 = 1.42, p = 0.2402 (nteracton). The bomass of 
each tssue type was less than 2.0; leaf: 1.3 ± 0.02; stem: 1.9 ± 0.03; root: 0.8 ± 0.02 (g dry weght, 
means ± S.E.). 
Cadmum was the only metal whose concentraton n excreted salts and tssues was not 
nfluenced by any of the factors tested (Table 2.3). The nteracton between metal concentraton 
and sedment type sgnficantly nfluenced the concentraton of all other metals (Cr, Cu, N, Pb, 
and Zn) n ether excreted salts, leaf tssue, stem tssue or root tssue (Table 2.3). 
The concentraton of metals excreted n salts dd not ncrease as the concentraton of metal 
n the sedment ncreased (Fgure 2.2). For all metals there was ether no change n the concentra-
ton of metal n the excreted salts or the concentraton of metals n excreted salts decreased as 
sedment contamnaton ncreased. Ths effect was sgnficant only for Pb and Zn. 
The concentraton of metals n all tssues (leaf, stem, and root) ncreased wth ncreasng 
metal concentraton n the sedment (Fgure 2.2). There s a trend for the concentraton of these 
metals n leaf, stem, and root tssues to be greatest n the NH treatment. In leaf tssue, Cd and 
Sediment Metal Sediment x Metal
metal F4, 13 p F8, 26 p F8, 26 p
Cd *1.12 0.4400 *0.93 0.5138 *2.01 0.2318
Cr 1.02 0.4317 6.77 <0.0001 2.96 0.0170
Cu 1.37 0.2984 11.76 <0.0001 2.84 0.0209
Ni 10.67 0.0005 28.41 <0.0001 3.19 0.0118
Pb 2.56 0.0888 19.99 <0.0001 4.65 0.0013
Zn 4.56 0.0161 34.03 <0.0001 3.27 0.0103
Table 2.3 For each metal, the results of a 2-way MANOVA for the effect of sedment type 
(sedment) and level of metal contamnaton (metal) on the concentraton of the metal n 
excreted salts, leaf tssue, stem tssue and root (belowground) tssue of S. alternflora. F-values 
based on Wlk’s Lambda are gven and the p-values (p) are shown. *The MANOVA for Cd used 
F4, 5 for all tests due to the large number of zeros n the dataset.
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Fgure 2.1 The proportonal dstrbuton of metals to each S. alternflora tssue type and n the 
excreted salts. The metal treatments are C = control, L = low, and H = hgh. See Table 2.4 for 






Cu were the only metals wthout sgnficant dfferences between sedment types or metal treat-
ments. For Cr, N, Pb, and Zn, the concentraton of metals n the leaf tssue of plants grown n the 
hgh-metal treatments (DH, NH) was sgnficantly greater than for plants grown n the control 
treatments (DC, NC). In stem tssue the concentratons of Cu, N, Pb, and Zn, were sgnficantly 
greater for plants grown n the hgh-metal treatments (DH, NH) than for plants grown n the 
control treatments (DC, NC). In root tssue the concentratons of Cr, Cu, N, Pb, and Zn, were sg-
nficantly greater for plants grown n the hgh-metal treatments (DH, NH) than for plants grown n 
the control treatments (DC, NC).
Cadmum. The proportonal dstrbuton of Cd to stem tssue ncreased sgnficantly from 
the control to the hgh-metal treatment (F1, 10 = 5.46, p = 0.0415, Table 2.4, Fgure 2.1a). The pro-
portonal dstrbuton of Cd dd not vary sgnficantly for any other tssues and the concentraton 
of Cd n tssues and excreted salts was not nfluenced by the factors tested.
Chromum. The proportonal dstrbuton of Cr to excreted salt decreased sgnficantly 
between the control treatment and the low and hgh-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 8.76, Table 2.4, 
Table 2.4 For each metal, the results of a one-way ANOVA of the proportonal dstrbuton of 
metals to dfferent tssues of S. alternflora grown for 2 months n metal amended sedment 
(see Fgure 2.1), dfferences among treatments wthn each varable were determned usng the 
Tukey-Kramer test. Groups wthn each varable are ndcated usng letters. Metal treatments are 
ndcated as C = control, L = low and H = hgh. 
Salt Leaf Stem Root
Metal
C L H C L H C L H C L H
Cd - - - - - - a b * - - -
Cr a b b - - - - - - a b b
Cu a b b - - - a a b a b b
Ni a b b a a b - - - a b ab
Pb
a b c ab b a
- - - a b b
Zn a b c a a b - - - a b b
b
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Fgure 2.2 The mean tssue concentratons for each tssue type (µg/g ± SE) and excreton of 
metals n salts (µg/g leaf tssue ± SE) of S. alternflora grown n contamnated sedments are 
shown on a log10 scale. Groups ndcated by letters were determned usng the Tukey-Kramer 






Fgure 2.1b). Conversely, the proportonal dstrbuton to root tssue ncreased sgnficantly 
between the control treatment and the low and hgh-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 10.15, Table 2.4).
The concentraton of Cr n leaves ncreased sgnficantly from the control treatment to the 
hgh-metal treatment (Table 2.5, Fgure 2.2b). The concentraton of Cr n root tssue was nflu-
enced by the nteracton of sedment type and metal contamnaton (Table 2.5). The concentraton 
of Cr n roots ncreased sgnficantly from the control treatment to the hgh-metal treatment for 
plants grown n dredge sedment (Fgure 2.2b); however, all metal treatments dffered from each 
other for plants grown n natural sedment. 
Copper. The proportonal dstrbuton of Cu to excreted salt decreased sgnficantly 
between the control treatment and the low and hgh-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 9.74, Table 2.4, Fg-
ure 2.1b). The proportonal dstrbuton to stem tssue decreased sgnficantly between the control 
and hgh-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 5.09, Table 2.4). Conversely, the proportonal dstrbuton to 
root tssue ncreased sgnficantly between the control treatment and the low and hgh-metal treat-
ments (F2, 16 = 19.88, Table 2.4). 
The concentraton of Cu n stem tssue ncreased sgnficantly from the control treatment 
to the hgh-metal treatment (Table 2.5, Fgure 2.2c). The concentraton of Cu n root tssue was 
sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton of sedment type and metal contamnaton (Table 2.5). 
The concentraton of Cu ncreased and all metal treatments were sgnficantly dfferent from each 
other, however, n the hgh-metal treatment, the roots from plants grown n natural sedment had a 
greater Cu concentraton than dd plants grown n dredge sedment (Fgure 2.2c). 
Nckel. The proportonal dstrbuton of N to excreted salts decreased sgnficantly 
between the control treatment and the low and hgh-meta; treatments (F2, 19 = 9.48, Table 2.4, 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































control and low-metal treatments and the hgh-metal treatment (F2, 19 = 7.86, Table 2.4). The pro-
portonal dstrbuton of N to root tssue ncreased sgnficantly from the control treatment to the 
low-metal treatment (F2, 19 = 5.08, Table 2.4).
The concentraton of N n leaf tssue was sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton of 
sedment type and metal contamnaton (Table 2.5) The concentraton of N ncreased from the 
control treatment to the hgh treatment, however, plants grown n natural sedment dffered sg-
nficantly among all metal treatments (Fgure 2.2d). Sedment type sgnficantly nfluenced the 
concentraton N n stem tssue (Table 2.5) and the concentraton of N was sgnficantly greater 
for plants grown n natural sedment than n dredge sedment. The concentraton of N n stem 
tssue also ncreased sgnficantly as metal contamnaton ncreased (Table 2.5) and all treatments 
were sgnficantly dfferent from each other. The concentraton of N n root tssue was sgnfi-
cantly nfluenced by the nteracton of sedment type and the metal contamnaton (Table 2.5). 
Overall, the concentraton of N n root tssue ncreased as the concentraton of N n the sedment 
ncreased (Fgure 2.2d), however, only the control and hgh-metal treatments dffered sgnficantly 
for plants grown n dredge sedment and all metal treatments dffered sgnficantly from each 
other for plants grown n natural sedment. 
Lead. The proportonal dstrbuton of Pb to excreted salts decreased sgnficantly as 
metal contamnaton ncreased (F2, 19 = 31.01, Table 2.4, Fgure 2.1e) and all treatments dffered 
sgnficantly from each other. The proportonal dstrbuton of Pb to leaf tssue ncreased sgnfi-
cantly from the low-metal treatment to the hgh-metal treatment (F2, 19 = 5.32, Table 2.4). The 
proporton of Pb n root tssue ncreased sgnficantly between the control treatment and the low 
and hgh-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 8.21, Table 2.4). 
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The concentraton of Pb n excreted salts was sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton 
of sedment type and metal contamnaton (Table 2.5, Fgure 2.2e). The concentraton of Pb n 
excreted salts decreased as sedment contamnaton ncreased, however ths dfference was sg-
nficant only from the control to the hgh-metal treatment for plants grown n dredge sedment 
and from the control to the low-metal treatment for the plants grown n natural sedment. The 
concentraton of Pb n leaf tssue was sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton of sedment type 
and metal contamnaton (Table 2.5), however the Tukey-Kramer test dd not ndcate any dffer-
ences between sedment types wthn the metal treatments. The concentraton of Pb n leaf tssue 
was sgnficantly greater n the hgh-metal treatment than n the control treatment (Fgure 2.2e). 
The concentraton of Pb n stem tssue ncreased sgnficantly from the control treatment to the 
low-metal and hgh-metal treatments (Table 2.5). The concentraton of Pb n root tssue was sg-
nficantly nfluenced by the nteracton of sedment type and metal contamnaton (Table 2.5). The 
concentraton of Pb ncreased from the control treatment to the hgh-metal treatment and wthn 
the hgh-metal treatment, the concentraton of Pb n roots was greater for plants grown n natural 
sedment than n dredge sedment (Fgure 2.2e). 
Znc. The proportonal dstrbuton of Zn to excreted salt decreased sgnficantly (F2, 19 
= 73.73, Table 2.4, Fgure 2.1f) and all treatments dffered sgnficantly. The proporton of Zn 
dstrbuted to leaf tssue ncreased sgnficantly from the control treatment to the hgh-metal treat-
ment (F2, 19 = 14.79, Table 2.4). The proporton dstrbuted to root tssue ncreased sgnficantly 
from the control treatment to the low and hgh-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 13.46, Table 2.4).
The concentraton of Zn n excreted salts decreased sgnficantly from the control 
treatment to the low and hgh-metal treatments (Table 2.5, Fgure 2.2f). The concentraton of 
Zn n leaf tssue was sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton of sedment type and metal 
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contamnaton (Table 2.5). The concentraton of Zn ncreased sgnficantly from the control 
treatment to the hgh-metal treatment and n the hgh-metal treatment, the concentraton of Zn n 
leaves was greater for plants grown n natural sedment than for those grown n dredge sedment. 
Both stem tssue and root tssue exhbted the same pattern n Zn concentraton and were 
sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton of sedment type and metal contamnaton (Table 2.5). 
The concentraton of Zn ncreased sgnficantly as metal contamnaton ncreased and wthn each 
sedment type, all metal treatments dffered sgnficantly from each other.
DISCUSSION
Feld and laboratory studes have shown that S. alternflora grown n sedments con-
tamnated wth metals may exhbt hgher tssue concentratons of some heavy metals ncludng 
cadmum, copper, lead and mercury (Alberts et al. 1990, Burke et al. 2000, Kong and Mendels-
sohn 1996, Wndham et al. 2001a, Wndham et al. 2001b). Tssue concentratons of heavy metals 
have been shown to vary among plant organs such as leaves, stems, and roots (Wes et al. 2002, 
Wes et al. 2003, Wndham et al. 2001a, Wndham et al. 2003). The metal concentratons I 
recorded n the control and low metal treatments for S. alternflora are comparable wth the val-
ues reported by Wndham et al. (2003) for Cu (leaf: 3-6, stem: 1-7, root: 100-212 ppm), Cr (leaf: 
1-4, stem: < 3 , root: 45-75 ppm), Pb (leaf: 1-3, stem: 0.05-2, root: 85-200 ppm), and Zn (leaf: 22-
40, stem: 12-32, root: 236-898 ppm).
Metal Concentraton
Excreted Salts. For all metals except Cd, the proporton of total metal assocated wth 
the S. alternflora plant whch was dstrbuted to the excreted salts decreased sgnficantly as the 
sedment contamnaton ncreased. In contrast, the concentraton Cd, Cr, Cu, and N n excreted 
salts dd not change sgnficantly, but the concentraton of Pb and Zn decreased sgnficantly 
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as sedment contamnaton ncreased for plants grown n dredge sedment. The response of 
decreased metal excreton when sedment contamnaton ncreased s contrary to the results of 
Macfarlane and Burchett (1999) who showed that the concentraton of Zn excreted from the 
leaves of the grey mangrove, Avcenna marna, ncreased when Zn was added to the sedments. 
Although the proporton of total metals dstrbuted to excreted salts by S. alternflora decreased 
as sedment contamnaton ncreased n our study, there s stll the possblty that over a growng 
season, a sgnficant amount of metals could be remoblzed through salt excreton. Unlke metals 
assocated wth the tssues of a plant that requre physcal damage (through grazng) or mortalty 
(formng detrtus) to remoblze metals to the envronment, metals excreted on the leaf surface 
can be released contnually and wthout njury to a plant. 
The excreton of salts and some metals (Hg) s not a passve response to transpraton 
and Wndham et al. (2001b) hypotheszed that S. alternflora mght use salt excreton to actvely 
regulate the concentraton of metals n ts tssues. Because salt excreton dd not ncrease n 
response to ncreased levels of sedment contamnaton, we nfer that S. alternflora s not usng 
the excreton of metals on the leaf surface as a method of regulatng ts body burden of heavy 
metals. Our data suggest that metal avalablty from excreted salts to consumers grazng on the 
leaf surface, lvng at the base of the leaf sheath, or at the sedment surface should not ncrease 
as the sedment concentraton of metals ncreases. Prevous nvestgators have hypotheszed that 
the excreted salts of S. alternflora may be an mportant route of exposure to heavy metals for 
saltmarsh fauna (Kraus 1988, Burke et al. 2000, Wndham et al. 2001b, Wes and Wes 2004). 
Ths study does not contradct that hypothess, but t does ndcate that the mportance of metals 
n excreted salts as a route of exposure, over a lmted tme, may not ncrease n proporton to 
sedment concentratons. Addtonally, the varaton between metals n excreted salts hghlghts 
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the need for a deeper understandng of the mechansms that regulate metal movement through S. 
alternflora and to the leaf surface. 
Aboveground Tssues. Leaf tssue s the prmary ste for photosynthess and s consd-
ered to be the most lable tssue of S. alternflora, both as fresh plant materal and as detrtus. An 
ncrease n the heavy metal content of the leaf tssue has the potental to negatvely mpact the 
photosynthetc efficency of a plant through a varety of mechansms at the cellular and molecu-
lar level (Küpper et al. 1996, Heckathorn et al. 2004, Bertrand and Porer 2005). Addtonally, 
ncreasng the metal content of the leaf tssue would ncrease the potental for trophc transfer of 
metals to prmary consumers as well as to detrtvores. In ths study, the tssue concentratons of 
metals were generally sgnficantly greater n the hgh treatments than n the controls. 
A notable excepton was that the concentraton of Cu n leaf tssue dd not change n 
response to ncreased sedment contamnaton (means ranged from 4.4 – 10.8 ppm); and the 
concentraton of Cu n the stem tssue ncreased only modestly (means ncreased from 3.3 ppm 
to 12.1 ppm). Consequently, the proporton of Cu dstrbuted to stem tssue decreased as the sed-
ment concentraton ncreased. Because copper s an essental element, t s lkely that there are 
specfic mechansms to control uptake and translocaton to tssues. The presence of Pb and Zn 
has been shown to nhbt the translocaton of Cu from roots and to the uppermost parts of the 
common reed, Phragmtes australs (Wes et al. 2004a), and t s possble that a smlar nteracton 
between metals occurs n S. alternflora. 
Znc, Pb, and N also exhbted changes n the proportonal dstrbuton of metals to leaf 
tssue. In contrast to the pattern observed for Cu, the proportonal dstrbuton of N and Zn to 
leaf tssue ncreased as sedment contamnaton ncreased. All three metals (Cu, N, and Zn) are 
consdered essental elements, necessary for the proper metabolc functonng of vascular plants. 
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Nckel s requred prmarly for successful seed germnaton (Seregn and Kozhevnkova 2006) 
whle Zn s essental to a varety of metabolc functons (Aravnd and Prasad 2004). Addton-
ally, Zn has been shown to prevent and repar damage to chlorophyll caused by Cd (Aravnd and 
Prasad 2004). 
The ncrease n the proporton of Zn dstrbuted to the leaf tssue n response to ncreased 
sedment contamnaton that I observed may represent a translocaton of Zn to protect photosyn-
thetc structures from damage by more toxc metals such as Cd. Although the proporton of total 
Cd dstrbuted to the leaf tssue and the concentraton of Cd n leaf tssue dd not change wth 
ncreasng sedment concentraton. There was a trend for the concentraton of Cd n leaves to 
ncrease as the sedment concentraton ncreased (concentratons ranged from 0.3 – 7.4 ppm). Fur-
ther support for the role of Zn as a protecton mechansm s the ncrease n the Zn concentraton 
n leaf tssue from the control to the hgh metal treatment, and the ncrease n the proporton of 
Zn dstrbuted to leaf tssue. 
The behavor of N vares wdely between plant speces, and even wthn broad ecolog-
cal groupngs (e.g. ‘hyper-accumulators’) (Seregn and Kozhevnkova 2006). For saltmarsh hay, 
Spartna patens, the addton of N to sedment cores nhbts the translocaton of Cd and Pb to 
aboveground tssues although the effect was not sgnficant (Suntornvongsagul et al. 2007). The 
proportonal dstrbuton of Pb to leaf tssue peaks n the low treatment and t s possble that the 
reducton n the proporton of Pb n leaf tssue between the low and hgh treatments s a result 
of the nhbtory effects of N on Pb translocaton that Suntornvonsagul noted n S. patens. An 
alternate explanaton could be that Zn s preferentally translocated to leaf tssue to protect chlo-
rophylls from damage and n the process dsplaces Pb. Further study of the nteractons of these 
metals (N, Pb, and Zn) s needed.
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Root Tssue. For all metals examned n ths experment, the majorty of S. alternflora’s 
metal load was n the roots. Ths s consstent wth a number of earler studes that have examned 
S. alternflora and related speces (Alberts et al.1990 for Cu and Zn, Otte et al. 1991 for Cd, Cu, 
and Zn, Wndham et al. 2003 for Cr, Cu, Pb, and Zn, Ftzgerald et al. 2003 for Cu and Pb,). Root 
tssue s generally unavalable to nvertebrate consumers and would prmarly become avalable 
n an erodng marsh where roots become exposed and are a source of detrtus. All metals except 
Cd showed a sgnficant ncrease n the metal concentratons of roots as the metal concentraton 
n sedment ncreased. The proportonal dstrbuton of N to root tssue peaked n the low metal 
treatment and mples that N was not strongly regulated wthn S. alternflora or that the levels of 
metals n the sedment had overwhelmed systems for regulaton. For all other metals n ths study, 
the proportonal dstrbuton of metal to the roots ncreased as sedment contamnaton ncreased. 
The addton of N can lead to enhanced uptake of Cr, Cu, and Zn n S. patens (Suntornvongsagul 
et al. 2007) and t s possble that a smlar process occurs wth S. alternflora. The pattern for Cr, 
Cu, Pb, and Zn exhbts a plateau between the low and hgh treatments (see groupngs n Table 
2.4). Ths plateau effect wth no sgnficant dfferences between the low and hgh treatments n 
the percent of total metal dstrbuted to the roots may ndcate a threshold level n S. alternflora’s 
ablty to regulate metals and exclude them from aboveground tssues. 
Sedment Type
There were sgnficant dfferences n the uptake of metals between sedment types only for 
N. The concentraton of N n aboveground tssues was always greater n S. alternflora grown n 
natural sedments wthn each metal treatment. Ths pattern probably reflects the greater concen-
traton of N n natural sedment than n dredge sedment at all levels of metal contamnaton. The 
ncrease n aboveground N concentratons as N contamnaton ncreased n the sedment agrees 
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wth the observatons of Suntornvongsagul et al. (2007) n S. patens. The concentraton of Zn n 
leaf and stem tssues was affected by the nteracton of sedment type and metal treatments and 
only the hgh treatment showed sgnficant dfferences between sedment types; S. alternflora 
grown n natural sedment had a greater concentraton than plants grown n dredge sedment. Ths 
could be the result of dfferences n the amount of metal contamnaton between the dredge and 
natural sedment n the hgh treatment (see Table 2.2), as well as nteractons between Zn and the 
other metals (Wes et al 2004a). 
A smlar pattern was seen n root tssue for N, Pb and Zn, and agan the dfference 
between the sedment types was sgnficant only n the hgh metal treatment. The natural sed-
ment had greater levels of Al and SOC than dd the dredge sedment. An ncreased concentraton 
of Al s assocated wth an ncrease n the percent of clay n sedment, whch s the fracton where 
the majorty of metal ons are bound (Wndom et al. 1989, Summers et al. 1996). As a result, sed-
ments whch exhbt greater concentratons of Al and SOC should be able bnd more metal catons 
than sedments wth lower values (Summers et al. 1996, Ftzgerald et al. 2003) makng them less 
avalable for uptake by S. alternflora. Thus the greater concentratons of Pb and Zn n the roots 
of S. alternflora grown n natural sedment for the hgh treatment not easly explaned by the 
dfferences n % Al and % SOC between the two sedment types (Table 2.2). Because the control 
and low metal treatments were not affected by sedment type, t s possble that the avalable stes 
for the metals to bnd to the clays (nferred by the concentraton of Al) and organc matter were 
not saturated under those levels of metal contamnaton, and so there were fewer ‘free’ metal ons 
avalable for uptake. Dfferences n root concentratons most lkely reflected dfferences n aval-
able metals n the sedment. 
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When analyzng the proportonal dstrbuton of metals between tssues, sedment type 
dd not sgnficantly nfluence any of the metals. Combned wth the lmted role of sedment type 
n nfluencng the concentraton of metals n the tssues and excreted salts of S. alternflora, ths 
mples that ultmately, sedment type may not be mportant.
CONCLUSION
Although the root tssue of S. alternflora has the greatest concentraton of all metals, the 
root tssue generally represents less than 50% of the metal assocated wth the plant n control 
sedments (whch represents naturally occurrng levels of metal contamnaton). Ths proporton 
ncreased as sedment contamnaton ncreased, whch agrees wth prevous studes that con-
cluded monocots typcally exclude metals from aboveground tssues (Otte et al. 1991, Wes and 
Wes 2004). The pattern of metal retenton n root tssue also mples that as sedment contamna-
ton ncreases, the ablty of S. alternflora to sequester metals belowground, away from salt marsh 
food webs, wll ncrease.
The metal concentraton of aboveground tssues also ncreased n response to ncreasng 
sedment concentraton but the responses were hghly varable among metals. The varaton 
n responses among metals hghlghts the complex nteractons between dfferent metals that 
has been seen for other salt marsh plants (Wes et al. 2004a, Suntornvongsagul et al. 2007) 
and needs to be more thoroughly studed n S. alternflora. Metals such as Cu, N, Pb, and Zn 
have prevously been shown to both enhance and nhbt the uptake and translocaton of other 
metals to aboveground tssues dependng on the metal combnaton studed (Wes et al. 2004a, 
Suntornvongsagul et al. 2007). The proportonal dstrbuton of some metals (N, Pb and Zn) to 
the leaf tssue has been shown n ths study to ncrease sgnficantly n the hgh treatment. Ths 
mples that moderate levels of sedment contamnaton (the low treatment) wll not ncrease the 
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dstrbuton of contamnant metals to the lable leaf tssues, but that hgher levels of contamnaton 
would. Determnng at what degree of sedment contamnaton ths threshold for a change n the 
physologcal response of S. alternflora occurs s mportant n plannng salt marsh restoraton and 
contamnaton remedaton programs.
Counter to ntal expectatons, S. alternflora dd not show evdence of usng the excreton 
of metals n salts as a method of depuraton when exposed to ncreased sedment contamnaton. 
For most metals, low concentratons n salts actually represented between 20 and 30 % of the 
total metal load assocated wth S. alternflora n controls. The fracton of total Pb dstrbuted to 
salts n the control treatments was > 50 % of the total metal load. Ths fracton of metals excreted 
n salts s contnually avalable to the envronment through the rnsng of leaves and to any fauna 
n contact wth the leaf surface and may actually be a route of sgnficant metal exposure over a 
growng season. 
Overall, my results hghlght a need for better understandng of the mechansms that 
control the uptake and dstrbuton of metals n S. alternflora, the domnant plant of salt marshes 
along the Atlantc and Gulf coasts. Increased retenton of metals n all tssues and decreased 
depuraton through excreton as sedment contamnaton ncreases, may result n ncreased metal 
avalablty through detrtal relatve to drect exposure to metals n salts. 
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CHAPTER 3 – EFFECTS OF SALINITY ON THE UPTAKE, 
DISTRIBUTION AND EXCRETION OF MULTIPLE 
METALS BY SPARTINA ALTERNIFLORA (LOISEL.) 
GROWN IN CONTAMINATED SEDIMENT
INTRODUCTION
The Gulf of Mexco coastal regon contans 55% of the salt marshes n the U.S. (Mendels-
sohn and McKee 2000). Lousana alone contans 41% of the naton’s salt marshes, wth Spartna 
alternflora as the domnant macrophyte (Mendelssohn and McKee 2000). The salt marshes 
of Lousana are natonally mportant waterfowl and fisheres habtats (Bass and Turner 1997, 
Chesney et al. 2000, Lndstedt 2005). Lousana’s salt marshes are of crtcal economc, ecologcal 
and cultural mportance (Laska et al. 2005, Lndstedt 2005). The loss of coastal marsh n Lous-
ana s well documented (e.g. Templet and Meyer-Arendt 1988, Bass and Turner 1997, Turner 1997, 
Day et al. 2000) and a number of strateges to protect or restore remanng areas of marsh have 
been proposed, ncludng sedment addton to marshes and subtdal areas (Ford et al. 1999, Men-
delssohn and Kuhn 2003, Slocum et al. 2005), dvertng Msssspp Rver water to marshes (Lane 
et al. 2006), and the restoraton of hydrology near canals (Turner et al. 1994, Baustan and Turner 
2006). Of these three categores, the addton of sedment s the most commonly employed at ths 
tme.
Dredge materal s used to replace and restore salt marshes throughout the US (Streever 
2000, Costa-Perce and Wensten 2002, Leonard et al. 2002, Craft et al. 2003). The materal 
used n salt marsh restoraton and creaton ncludes both the byproduct of navgatonal dredgng 
projects as well as materals that are ‘mned’ specfically for the purpose of restorng coastal env-
ronments (Wnger et al. 2000, Ho et al. 2002, Casado-Martnez et al. 2007). Current programs 
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nclude the nourshment of exstng marshes through the addton of thn layers of dredge mater-
als (Ford et al. 1999, Mendelssohn and Kuhn 2003, Slocum et al. 2005) as well as the buldng 
up of subtdal sedments to ntertdal levels (Rozas and Mnello 2001) to allow the natural colo-
nzaton or plantng of S. alternflora (Shafer and Streever 2000, Mullens 2007). These projects 
are located n a range of salntes, from bracksh (~12 psu) to salne (~32 psu) (Able et al. 2008). 
There s lmted evdence that food web accumulaton of contamnant metals can be can be nflu-
enced by the salnty of the deposton ste (Wnger et al. 2000). 
 Sea levels are predcted to rse n the near future, both through local subsdence and ero-
son and through global sea level rse (Day et al 1995, Mchener et al. 1997, Morrs et al. 2002). 
The ncrease n mean sea level wll lead to ncreasngly larger areas of the coastal zone beng 
nundated by salt water. Areas that currently support fresh and bracksh marshes wll poten-
tally become more salne n character, leadng to changes n the vegetaton communty as well 
as changes n vegetated cover (Pezeshk et al. 1987, Patrck and DeLaune 1990, Donnelly and 
Bertness 2001, Cahoon et al. 2006). Typcally as marshes become more salne, the dversty of 
emergent vegetaton declnes and S. alternflora becomes more domnant (Bradley et al. 1990, 
Vasquez et al. 2006). These shfts may be more pronounced n marshes wth a lmted tdal range 
such as the northern Gulf of Mexco. As bracksh marshes retreat shoreward, there s also the 
potental for the loss of wldlfe or fisheres habtat (Galbrath et al. 2002, O’Connell et al. 2005). 
The effect of salnty on the uptake of metals by S. alternflora has not yet been reported 
wdely n the lterature. A techncal report (Hull and Shann 1982) suggests that salnty nfluences 
metal uptake and translocaton when S. alternflora s grown n hydroponc culture at moderate 
(0 or 15 psu) salntes. Salnty has been shown to nfluence metal uptake n other salt marsh 
plants, prmarly dcots, through field surveys (Ftzgerald et al. 2003) and greenhouse experments 
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(Kadukova and Kalogeraks 2007). As part of a study to better understand the potental for metal 
transfer from salt marsh sedments to the consumers assocated wth S. alternflora, an exper-
ment was desgned to test the followng hypotheses:
• Salnty does not nfluence the uptake and dstrbuton of metals n the tssues of S. 
alternflora.
• Salnty does not nfluence the amount and proporton of metals excreted on the leaf 
surface of S. alternflora.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In order to examne the effects of salnty on the transfer of metals from sedments to 
Spartna alternflora, and n partcular, the potental for transfer of metals through excreted salts, 
a greenhouse study was employed usng dredge materal expermentally contamnated wth a 
mxture of sx metals (Cd, Cu, Cr, Pb, N, Zn). The salnty of the overlyng water was mantaned 
at one of three treatment levels; 0 psu, 15 psu, 30 psu. The metals assocated wth S. alternflora 
were quantfied by samplng the salts secreted by S. alternflora leaves, the aboveground bomass 
(leaves and stems separately) and the belowground bomass. 
Expermental Desgn
A greenhouse located on the LSU campus n Baton Rouge, Lousana (USA) was used. 
Replcate plants were mantaned on a wet table (approxmately 1.2 m x 3 m) and had been 
cultvated there for at least 6 months pror to the start of the experment. The experment ran 
concurrently wth the experment reported n Chapter 2 for 60 days from July through September 
2003 wth a natural photoperod of approxmately 14:10 lght:dark and a mean ambent tempera-
ture of 26°C. 
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Stems of S. alternflora (var. Vermllon) were propagated from stock acqured from the 
USDA Natural Resources Conservaton Servce Plant Materal Center n Golden Meadow, LA. A 
sngle varety was used to reduce the genetc varaton between the stems. After several months 
of growth n fresh water to allow the development of a healthy root system, the S. alternflora was 
acclmated to 15 psu artfical seawater (InstantOcean, hereafter ASW) over a perod of three 
weeks. Two days pror to the start of the experment young, healthy stems were separated from 
pots and kept n tap water untl use.
Sedments were collected from an area of un-vegetated dredge materal deposton along 
a canal (the Flotaton Canal) n the Port Fourchon area along Bayou LaFourche n Lousana. 
Approxmately 150 L of sedment was collected and brought back to the laboratory where debrs 
> 1 cm were removed by sevng. The sedment was homogenzed before a sub-sample was used 
to create contamnated sedment. Metal salts (CdSO4, K2Cr2O7, CuCl2, NCl2, Pb(NO3)2, and 
ZnCl2) were dssolved n lghtly acdfied Mll-Q water at concentratons derved from values pre-
vously recorded n dredge materal collected from Port Fourchon. Contamnated sedment was 
made up by slowly drppng the dssolved metals nto dredge sedment whle they were contnu-
ously strred. The concentraton of metals n the expermental sedment was greater than the ER-L 
(effects range low) wthout exceedng the ER-M (effects range medan) values proposed by Long 
et al (1995) for most metals (Table 3.1). The newly contamnated sedment was used to fill 3 2.8 
L pots 1/3 full. Replcate pots and buckets of excess sedment were stored n a cold room for two 
weeks to allow the sedment treatment to age before beng used n the experment. 
Three stems of S. alternflora that had been prevously separated were randomly assgned 
to each pot and excess sedment n the buckets was used to fill the pots. Indvdual pots were set 
nsde tubs on the greenhouse tables to solate them from all other treatments. Salnty treatments 
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were randomly assgned to each tub whch was partally filled (approxmately 10 cm depth) wth 
ether 0 psu, 15 psu, or 30 psu ASW. Twce weekly, approxmately 500 mL of water from the tubs 
was poured onto the sedment surface. The pots were then placed on lfts wthn the tubs to allow 
the water to dran through the pots. After all overlyng water had draned, the lfts were removed 
whch resulted n the sedment surface beng at least 5 cm above the water surface, whch man-
taned sedment mosture. Treatments were mantaned for two months and addtonal water was 
added as needed to mantan water levels and salnty n the tubs. Every two weeks the tubs were 
shfted on the greenhouse table to mnmze poston effects.
Cd Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn
Experimental sediment This study 8.1 69.8 57.4 74.5 102.2 191.1
Dredge materials


























Port Fourchon, LA S. Mahon,
unpublished





5.4 28.8 17.9 32.1 11.8 77.6
Sediment guidelines
ER - L Long et al 1995 1.2 81 34 20.9 46.7 150
ER - M Long et al 1995 9.6 370 270 51.6 218 410
Table 3.1 Concentratons (µg/g dry weght) of metals n the expermental sedment at the start of 
the experment and comparson to metal concentratons of other dredge materals. Expermental 
sedment and unpublshed values are means of two sub-samples wth standard devatons of 
less than 10%. Sabne NWR values gven are the reported mean (± SD) and the Savannah Rver 
values gven are the mnmum and maxmum reported values for dredge spol.
Notes:
Port Fourchon, LA – dredge material placed for land creation to expand port facilities.
Flotation Canal, (Fourchon, LA) – dredge material placed for marsh creation/restoration.
Sabine NWR, LA – dredge material from maintenance dredging of Calcasieu ship channel used in marsh 
creation/restoration.
Savannah River, SC/GA – dredge material from maintenance dredging of the lower Savannah River.
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Sample Collecton
Solar radaton and ar temperature were recorded weekly at multple ponts along the 
table usng a L-Cor LI-1400 data logger wth a LI-190SA quantum sensor (LI-COR, Inc.; Lncoln, 
NE) and standard laboratory thermometer respectvely. Salnty n ndvdual tubs as well as water 
temperature was recorded usng a YSI 85 mult-meter (YSI Incorporated; Yellow Sprngs, OH). 
Sedment redox measurements were taken from multple pots mdway through the experment 
usng Pt wre electrodes and a calomel reference electrode. 
One week pror to the concluson of the experment all leaves were washed wth de-on-
zed water (hereafter ‘DI water’) to remove any salts on the leaf surface. After allowng the salts 
to accumulate for 6 days, salts were collected for analyss. Three salt wpes were collected for a 
sngle plant n each pot and pooled ( . 2001b). Salt wpes conssted of Whatman® filter papers (70 
mm dameter) dampened wth DI water that were used to wpe both sdes of a sngle leaf twce. 
To mnmze the varaton n salt excreton assocated wth leaf age, the uppermost, bottommost 
and a mddle leaf were sampled on each plant. Immedately followng salt collecton the leaves 
sampled for salts were collected and placed n Zploc® bags. 
Stems of plants sampled for salts were also collected as representatve aboveground 
bomass. These samples were cut at the sedment surface and placed n Zploc® bags. The 
belowground bomass assocated wth the sampled stem was separated from the bulk of the 
sedment and placed n a Zploc® bag to be analyzed as root tssue. In the lab the leaf and 
stem tssues were separated usng a razor and root materal was separated from any remanng 
sedments by washng wth DI water. All tssues were washed wth DI water before beng blotted 
dry and wet weghts measured. After dryng n a 60°C oven for a mnmum of 48 h, dry weghts 
were measured. Root samples were coarsely chopped by hand usng a razor and leaf and stem 
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samples were ground n a stanless steel coffee grnder before beng ashed n a muffle furnace at 
480°C. 
Due to sedment compacton over the course of the experment t was not possble to col-
lect cores from the pots. Sedments were extremely cohesve and could be removed from pots as 
a block. After sedments were removed from the pot, a plastc spatula was used to slce the sed-
ment block n quarters to provde access to nteror sedments that had not been n contact wth 
the pot. Sedment samples (approxmately 4 cm3) were taken from nteror sedments at three 
depths (0-1 cm, 3-4 cm and 6-7 cm). Wet weghts were recorded before samples were dred n the 
oven at 60°C and dry weghts were recorded. After dryng, sedment samples were ground usng a 
glass mortar and pestle. A sub-sample of the sedment was used for organc matter analyss usng 
the loss-on-gnton (LOI) technque presented n Snyder et al. (2004). The percent organc matter 
determned through LOI was used to calculate the percent organc carbon n the sedment. 
Organc Carbon = 0.4 (LOI)+0.0025 (LOI)2. (Craft et al. 1991)
Metal Analyss
All samples were dgested by refluxng n 70% HNO3 at 120°C for at least 48 h untl NO2 
was no longer evolved (determned by vsual nspecton) (modfied from Mllward et al. 2004). For 
all sample types, the approprate blanks and reference materals were ncluded. Blanks, consstng 
of 3 filter papers dampened wth DI water, were ncluded for the salt wpes. Sedment samples 
were approxmately 1 g. Pror to dgeston any vsble fine root materal was removed from the 
sample. Reference materal consstng of SRM 1646a (estuarne sedment) was dred along wth 
the sedment samples. Salt wpes and sedment samples were ntally dgested n 5 mL of 70% 
HNO3 before beng concentrated through evaporaton to a volume of approxmately 2.5 mL. The 
sample was then dluted to 50 mL usng Mll-Q water pror to analyss. Approxmately 0.5 g of 
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ash-free plant materal was dgested n 2.5 mL 70% HNO3 and these samples were concentrated 
to approxmately 1.25 mL before beng dluted usng Mll-Q water to a final volume of 25 mL. 
Samples of reference materal consstng of SRM 1547 (peach leaves) was ncluded wth the S. 
alternflora samples and processed n the same manner. The smaller final volume was used for 
S. alternflora tssue samples to help avod dlutng samples beyond the detecton lmts for the 
method. Samples were filtered through a 0. 2 µm filter before beng analyzed usng an ICP-ES 
(Perkn-Elmer DV 3300 ICP Spectrometer). Comparson of the SRM materals processed dur-
ng the metal analyss wth the reported NIST values showed that except for Cd, all metals were 
recovered and detected adequately (Table 3.2). 
Metals n plant tssue were calculated as µg metal/g dry weght, and metals n excreted 
salts were expressed as µg metal/g dry weght/day. Metal values n leaves were determned by 
combnng the sub-sample taken durng the collecton of salts and a sub-sample consstng of 
all other leaves on the plant. For some plant tssue samples, more materal was collected from a 
replcate than could be processed as a sngle sample. In these nstances, the sample was dvded 
Cd Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn Al Fe
SRM 1646a (estuarine sediment)
NIST 0.148 40.9 10.01 23* 11.7 48.9 2.297 2.008
ICP-ES 4.18 30.51 9.41 27.71 9.00 47.57 1.58 1.65
% difference +2725 -25 -6 20 -23 -3 -31 -17
SRM 1547 (peach leaves)
NIST 0.026 1* 3.7 0.69 0.87 17.9 -- --
ICP-ES 0.12 0.86 3.17 0.67 0.71 16.74 -- --
% difference +380 -14 -14 -2 -18 -6 -- --
Table 3.2 Evaluaton of analytcal method used. Al and Fe are expressed as % of the total 
sedment weght (dry weght) and all other metals are expressed as ppm (µg/g dry weght). The 
NIST values are certfied means calculated from multple analytcal methods for each sample 
type. The ICP-ES values were calculated from SRM samples ncluded wth the expermental 
samples. The dfference between the two values s shown. Values marked wth an astersk are 
non-certfied values provded by the NIST. 
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nto 2 sub-samples that were ndependently processed. After sub-sample processng, the values 
obtaned were summed to calculate a sngle value for the sample. Metal concentratons that had 
been expressed as μg metal/g dry weght were multpled by the total sub-sample weght to allow 
the total μg metal n the sample to be calculated. Ths value was then dvded by the total dry 
weght of plant tssue that was analyzed n both sub-samples. The total metal (µg) of each metal 
assocated wth a plant was calculated usng the weght of each tssue and the total dry weght of 
the leaves sampled for salts. The proportonal dstrbuton of each metal to the dfferent tssues 
and excreted salts was then calculated as the percent total metal content of the plant. The con-
centraton of metals n the excreted salts was extrapolated to 60 days to allow for a more drect 
comparson wth metal concentratons n the S. alternflora tssue samples when calculatng the 
proportonal dstrbuton of metals. Sedment data was calculated as µg metal based on dry weght.
Statstcs
The nfluence of salnty on the dstrbuton of plant bomass between the tssues (root, 
stem, leaf) to salnty was tested wth a one way multvarate analyss of varance (MANOVA) 
usng SAS proc GLM. 
A MANOVA was performed usng SAS proc GLM for each metal to test the effect of 
salnty on total metal content of the plant and the proportonal dstrbuton of metals. The var-
ables ntally analyzed were the total metal n the plant, the proporton of total metal n the root 
tssue, stem tssue, leaf tssue, and n excreted salts. Response varables were log transformed as 
necessary to meet assumptons of normalty and heteroscedastcty pror to analyss, but the un-
transformed values were used for plots. 
A second set of MANOVAs were performed to test the effect of salnty on the metal con-
centraton of root tssue, stem tssue, leaf tssue and excreted salts. These response varables were 
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log-transformed as necessary pror to analyss n order to meet the assumptons of the MANOVA. 
To dstngush sgnficant dfferences between treatments for each response varable, the least 
square means were calculated and compared usng the Tukey-Kramer test of calculated least 
square means. All response varables were plotted un-transformed on a log10 axs. 
RESULTS
Lght ntensty at the tops of the Spartna alternflora stems ranged from 52 – 352 μmol  
s-1m-2 over the duraton of the experment wth values remanng consstent at all ponts on the 
table durng any gven measurement perod. The temperature of the water on the wet tables 
ranged from 26 – 29°C. Ar temperatures n the greenhouse were typcally between 27 and 30°C 
durng the day. The treatment sedments conssted of 3.1% Al and 3.6% organc carbon (SD < 
10% of mean). Redox values ndcated that the sedment n most treatment pots was reduced (Eh 
< 350 mV) and the mean Eh at 3 cm after 30 days was 162.1 mV ± 30.3 (mean ± SD, n = 6). Ths 
ndcates that N, Mn, and Fe would be reduced, but t s unlkely that sulfides would form (Mtsch 
and Gosselnk 2000) and bnd the contamnant metals of nterest.
Salnty dd not nfluence the total amount of metal assocated wth S. alternflora plants 
or the proportonal dstrbuton of any metal throughout S. alternflora when tested usng a one-
way MANOVA (Cd, Cr, N, Pb: F10, 4 < 4.30, p > 0.08; Cu and Zn: F8, 6 < 3.80, p > 0.06; Fgure 
3.1). There were no sgnficant dfferences n the total bomass of S. alternflora among any of 
the treatments after growng for 2 months n the greenhouse (MANOVA: F6, 8 = 1.03, p = 0.4723; 
results not shown). The average bomass of each tssue type was less than 2.0 g; leaf: 1.0 ± 0.3; 
stem: 1.8 ± 0.5; root: 1.3 ± 0.9 (g dry weght, means ± S.D.). 
The concentratons of only two metals, Pb and Zn, were sgnficantly nfluenced by saln-
ty as ndcated by MANOVA (Pb: F8, 6 = 6.07, p = 0.0206; Zn: F8, 6 = 5.60, p = 0.0250). One-way 
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Fgure 3.1 The proportonal dstrbuton of each metal to each tssue type of S. alternflora are 
shown as shaded bars and defined usng the left-hand axs. The total amount of metal (µg) n a 
sngle plant for each treatment (mean ± SEM) s shown as ponts, wth values gven on the rght-
hand axs. The proportonal dstrbuton of each metal and the total amount of metal were not 






ANOVAs were run on the ndvdual tssues for each of these metals and the Tukey-Kramer test 
was used to determne dfferences n groups. For Pb, root tssue, leaf tssue, and excreted salts 
were sgnficantly nfluenced by salnty where as for Zn, only root tssue and excreted salts were 
nfluenced by salnty. The MANOVAs of the concentratons of the remanng metals (Cr, Cu and 
N) had non-sgnficant p-values (F8, 6 < 4.25, p > 0.05) for the salnty treatments and no further 
analyses were performed (Fgure 3.2).
The concentraton of Pb n excreted salts decreased sgnficantly as the salnty ncreased 
from 0 to 30 psu (F2, 6 = 10.91, p = 0.010), but only the 0 and 30 psu treatments dffered sgnfi-
cantly (Fgure 3.2e). The concentraton of Pb n leaf tssue was nfluenced by salnty wth the 
lowest concentraton of Pb recorded n the 15 psu treatment, however, only the 30 psu treatment 
was sgnficantly greater (F2, 6 = 6.00, p = 0.0371, Fgure 3.2e). The concentraton of Pb n root ts-
sue was sgnficantly greater n the 15 psu treatment than n the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 6 
= 14.97, p = 0.0047, Fgure 3.2e).
The concentraton of Zn n excreted salts dffered sgnficantly among all salnty treat-
ments (F2, 6 = 36.61, p = 0.0004). The concentraton of Zn n excreted salts decreased as salnty 
ncreased from 0 to 15 psu, but then ncreased as the salnty ncreased from 15 to 30 psu (Fgure 
3.2f). The concentraton of Zn n root tssue was sgnficantly greater n the 15 psu treatment than 
n the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 6 = 8.24, p = 0.0190, Fgure 3.2f).
DISCUSSION
For Spartna alternflora, the only metals whch responded sgnficantly to the salnty 
treatment were Pb and Zn. Several other metals showed non-sgnficant trends n the proportonal 
dstrbuton of metals (Cd, Cr, N, Pb, and Zn), n the concentratons wthn some tssues (Cd, Cr, 
N, Pb, and Zn), or n the total metal burden of S. alternflora (all metals). Treatment levels n ths 
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Fgure 3.2 Mean tssue concentratons (µg/g ± SE) and the concentraton of metals n excreted 
salts (µg/g leaf/day ± SE) of S. alternflora are shown on a log 10 scale. Arrows ndcate where 
zero values were recorded. The nfluence of salnty was non-sgnficant (p > 0.050) for Cr, Cu, 
and N. The nfluence of salnty was sgnficant for Pb n excreted salts, leaf tssue, and root 
tssue and for Zn n excreted salts and root tssue. The Tukey-Kramer test was used to dentfy 






experment were replcated only 3 tmes and t s possble that the lack of statstcal sgnficance of 
these trends s due to the low power of the expermental desgn. Further work usng a greater level 
of replcaton would help to resolve the relevance of these trends.
The nfluence of salnty on Pb concentraton of tssues has been shown for other marsh 
plants (Aster: Ftzgerald et al. 2003, Tamarx: Manousak et al. 2005, Kadukova and Kalogeraks 
2007) but not n marsh grasses. Salnty nfluences the uptake and excreton of Pb by the salt 
cedar, Tamarx smyrnenss, n a manner very smlar to our results wth S. alternflora. The con-
centraton of Pb n leaves of S. alternflora n our study (Fgure 3.2e) showed the same pattern as 
the leaves of T. smyrnenss; the lowest concentratons of Pb were measured at ntermedate levels 
of salnty (S. alternflora: 15 psu, T. smyrnenss: 5 psu) and hgher tssue concentratons were 
observed at both lower and hgher salnty levels (Kadukova and Kalogeraks 2007). 
Bomass results suggest that 5 psu s optmal for T. smyrnenss (peak bomass) growth 
(Kadukova and Kalogeraks 2007) and ths may allow the plant greater control over the uptake 
of toxc catons than the sub-optmal growng condtons at 0 or 30 psu. Although there were no 
sgnficant effects of salnty on bomass n ths study, other researchers have found S. alternflora 
growth to be nfluenced by salnty. Spartna alternflora collected across a geographc range 
consstently exhbts optmal growth between salntes of 10 – 15 psu (Adams 1963, Moorng et 
al. 1971, Lnthurst and Seneca 1981). It s possble that the decrease n the Pb concentraton n the 
15 psu treatment relatve to the 0 and 30 psu treatments s due to the plants havng greater control 
over the uptake and translocaton of contamnant metals than those whch are stressed from grow-
ng n sub-optmal condtons. As a result, the plant would be able to lmt the concentraton of 
potentally toxc Pb n photosynthetcally actve tssues such as the leaves. 
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The peak n Pb concentraton n the root tssue of S. alternflora observed n the 15 psu 
treatment provdes addtonal support for the dea that Pb movement wthn the plant s lmted 
under optmal growth condtons. Kadukova and Kalogeraks (2007) reported smlar results for 
Pb n the roots of T. smyrnenss, although the peak n Pb concentraton reported for the ntermed-
ate (5 psu) salnty was not sgnficant. There was also a peak n the Zn concentraton n the root 
tssue of S. alternflora n the 15 psu treatment. The elevated concentratons of Pb and Zn n roots 
of S. alternflora does not represent an overall ncrease n the body burden of these metals (snce 
there was no sgnficant effect of salnty on the total metal content of the plant) and mples that a 
larger fracton of the Pb and Zn s beng retaned n belowground bomass. 
The lack of sgnficant nfluence of the salnty treatments on the tssue concentraton 
of most metals agrees wth prevous studes that have correlated field observatons of the metal 
concentraton of salt marsh plants wth the salnty of overlyng water (Cu, N, Zn: Drfmeyer 
and Redd 1981, Cu and Pb: Ftzgerald et al. 2003). In a 2004 revew, Wes and Wes suggest that 
ncreasng the salnty of overlyng water wll ncrease the excreton of salt by S. alternflora and 
by assocaton, ncrease the excreton of metals. Ther hypothess s based on the work of Kraus 
et al. (1986) and Kraus (1988) whch showed that S. alternflora excretes metals on ts leaf surface 
usng salt glands.
My results provde no support for ths hypothess, the concentraton of Pb and Zn n 
excreted salts decreased as salnty ncreased (Fgures 3.2e, 3.2f) n ths study. Other authors 
have noted that n halophytes wth salt glands, the concentraton of Na excreted on the leaf 
surface ncreased n response to salnty ncreases n the culture soluton (Pollak and Wasel 
1979, Hagemeyer and Wasel 1988). Hagemeyer and Wasel (1988) also noted that the excreton 
of the dvalent caton, Ca2+, decreased as salnty ncreased. The data for the excreton of Pb by S. 
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alternflora shows the same pattern. If S. alternflora s ncreasng the amount of Na excreted on 
the leaf surface, t mght not be able to move as many dvalent catons from the leaf tssue onto 
the leaf surface. 
In contrast to the constant declne of Pb n excreted salt as salnty ncreased, the con-
centraton of Zn excreted n salts was lowest n the 15 psu treatment and greatest n the 0 psu 
treatment (Fgure 3.2f). As prevously noted, the 15 psu treatment s where optmal growth and 
functonng of S. alternflora s expected (Adams 1963, Moorng et al. 1971, Lnthurst and Seneca 
1981). Smlar to my results, Rozema et al. (1991) reported the greatest excreton of Zn by Spar-
tna anglca occurred when plants were grown n freshwater (0 psu, 0 mM NaCl) and that Zn 
excreton decreased at low salntes (300 - 500 mM NaCl). Although there were no dfferences 
n the bomass of plants among the 3 salnty treatments I used, t s possble that more Zn was 
utlzed for bologcal processes at the optmal salnty (15 psu) or that S. alternflora experenced 
a reduced ablty to regulate Zn uptake n the 0 and 30 psu treatments.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of ths study ndcated that changng salnty regmes n salt marshes are not 
lkely to nfluence the movement of most metals n S. alternflora. However, the concentraton of 
Zn n excreted salts and root tssue and the concentraton of Pb n excreted salts, leaf tssue, and 
root tssue responded to ncreases n salnty. The results for Pb agree wth studes of other salt 
marsh and coastal speces (Ftzgerald et al. 2003, Kadukova and Kalgeraks 2007) and hghlght 
the role salnty mght play n alterng the moblty and trophc avalablty of a toxc metal. Lead 
s a metal of partcular concern to socety due to ts known toxcty to humans, and envronmental 
management decsons are often made n order to reduce human exposure to envronments or 
foods that mght be contamnated wth Pb. The ncrease n Pb dstrbuton to leaf tssue, whch s 
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the most lable tssue of S. alternflora, at the 0 and 30 psu treatments rases questons about the 
potental for the trophc transfer of ths metal through the food chan to commercal speces (e.g. 
the blue crab, Callnectes sapdus) consumed by humans.
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CHAPTER 4 – THE ACCUMULATION AND 
TRANSLOCATION OF METALS BY SPARTINA 
ALTERNIFLORA (LOISEL.) IN RESPONSE TO CHANGES 
IN METAL CONTAMINATION, SEDIMENT TYPE AND 
SALINITY
INTRODUCTION
Determnng the concentraton of metals n dfferent tssues wll help to predct the aval-
able pool of metals for trophc transfer, but t gves lttle nformaton about how well a plant’s 
metal concentraton reflects the envronment or how the concentraton of metals n dfferent ts-
sues relate to each other. There are alternatve ways to address the queston of metal uptake and 
dstrbuton by plants n wetlands. These nclude “Concentraton Factors” (CF), whch relate the 
concentraton of metals n the plant to the concentraton of metals n the sedment and “Trans-
locaton Factors” (TF), whch relate the concentraton of metals n dfferent tssues to each other 
(Alberts et al 1990, Otte et al. 1991, Deng et al. 2004, Roy et al. 2005).
CFs may be more envronmentally relevant than TFs as they can be used to classfy plants 
as “accumulators” or “excluders” of metals. However, a plant could have dfferent classfica-
tons for dfferent metals (Stoltz and Greger 2002, Duman et al. 2007, Mat and Jaswal 2007). 
Addtonally, TFs can be used to help descrbe a plant’s physologcal response to ncreased body 
burdens of metals by descrbng the movement of metals among plant tssues. A plant mght accu-
mulate metals from the envronment as ndcated by a hgh CF, but exclude those same metals 
from aboveground tssues, resultng n a low TF. The common reed, Phragmtes australs, shows 
ths behavor and would make t a canddate for an n stu remedaton project where the goal was 
to sequester metals wthn marsh sedment (Wndham et al. 2001, Wes and Wes 2004). If the 
goal was to remove metals from contamnated sol, a manager mght look for a plant wth both 
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a hgh CF, an ‘accumulator’, and a hgh TF. Such a combnaton would lead to metals not only 
beng taken up by the plant, but also translocated wthn the plant to aboveground tssues, allow-
ng the metals to be removed from the system through the harvestng of aboveground tssues.
Concentraton factors have been shown to vary between plant groups (monocotyledons 
and dcotyledons), as well as between metals (Cu and Pb) wthn a speces n response to changes 
n salnty (Ftzgerald et al. 2003). One of the earlest reports of CFs for dfferent tssues of Spar-
tna spp. reported mnmal varatons between the tssues studed (leaf, stem, and belowground 
tssue) but the CFs vared up to two orders of magntude among the dfferent metals (Alberts et al. 
1990). In expermental work, multple metals have been shown to alter CFs, as seen for the CF of 
Pb n leaf tssue of the mangrove, Avcenna marna, whch ncreased n the presence of Zn (Mac-
Farlane and Burchett 2002).
The translocaton of metals from belowground tssue to aboveground tssues s frequently 
reported n the lterature as a root:shoot rato, and s often a component of field studes (Alberts 
et al. 1990, Ftzgerald et al. 2003, Wndham et al. 2003). Ftzgerald et al. (2003) reported root:
shoot ratos of Cu and Pb for a communty of salt marsh plants n Ireland and found that there 
were dfferences between plant speces n the translocaton of a sngle metal as well as dfferences 
n the translocaton of Cu and Pb wthn a sngle speces. In partcular, the translocaton of Cu 
aboveground was more than twce that of Pb for Spartna spp. (Ftzgerald et al. 2003). The root:
shoot rato s also susceptble to nteractons of multple metals, Zn has been shown to ncrease the 
root:shoot rato of Pb n A. marna (MacFarlane and Burchett 2002). Reports of the rato between 
excreted salts and leaf concentraton are not as wdespread n the lterature as studes examnng 
the root:shoot rato, possbly due to the ncreased complexty nvolved n collectng excreted salts 
n the field. Hagemeyer and Wasel (1988) reported an ncrease n the salt:shoot rato of Cd over a 
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week n Tamarx aphylla grown hydroponcally. The rato of a metal between leaf and stem tssue 
can be used to descrbe the restrcton of metal movement to photosynthetc tssues. Wndham et 
al. (2001) report leaf:stem ratos for P. australs and S. alternflora grown under varyng levels of 
Pb contamnaton.
In ths chapter, I calculated the CFs for Spartna alternflora tssues (root, stem, and leaf) 
and excreted salts usng data collected from a greenhouse experment. I also calculated several 
TFs to examne a varety of metal dstrbutons that could have physologcal mplcatons for S. 
alternflora or envronmental mplcatons for salt marshes. The calculated CFs and TFs were then 
tested to determne f they changed n response to the level of metal contamnaton n the sed-
ment, the type of sedment or the salnty of the overlyng water.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The data used were obtaned durng concurrent greenhouse experments nvestgatng the 
effect of salnty and the combned effects of sedment type and metal concentraton on the metal 
concentraton of dfferent tssues and excreted salts of S. alternflora. In a fully nested desgn the 
nfluence of two types of sedment (naturally deposted marsh sedment and dredged sedment) 
and three levels of metal contamnaton (control: no metals added, low: metals equal to concentra-
tons recorded n dredge sedment added, and hgh: metals 5x concentratons added n the low 
treatment) on the uptake and excreton of metal by S. alternflora were tested. The full detals of 
ths experment can be found n Chapter 2. In a concurrent experment, the nfluence of three lev-
els of salnty (0 psu, 15 psu, and 30 psu) on the uptake and excreton of metals by S. alternflora 
were tested usng dredge sedment wth low metal treatment. The full detals of ths experment 
can be found n Chapter 3. 
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The concentratons of metals n tssues were reported as µg metal/g dry weght of tssue. 
In order to compare the concentratons of metals n excreted salts wth the concentratons n ts-
sues, the excreted salt values were extrapolated from the 6-day salt-collecton perod to the 60-day 
experment. Metal concentratons n excreted salts were reported as µg metal/g dry weght of leaf 
tssue. In order to compare the metal concentraton of aboveground tssues, the concentraton of 
the leaf tssue and stem tssue were combned usng Equaton 4.1.
(µg metalleaf+µg metalstem)/(g dry wtleaf+g dry wtstem) = [metal]above Equaton 4.1
Concentraton Factor (CF) Calculatons
The concentraton of each metal n S. alternflora tssues was dvded by the concentraton 
of that metal n the upper 3-4 cm of sedments (Equaton 4.2 – modfied from Alberts et al. 1990). 
The concentraton of each metal n salts excreted by S. alternflora was dvded by the concen-
traton of that metal n upper 3-4 cm of sedments. The CF salt has not been reported before n 
the lterature, lkely due to the rnsng of salts from the leaf surface pror to analyss whch has 
occurred n the majorty of studes lookng at S. alternflora. The ntermedate depth of sedment 
was used to avod any surface enrchment from the rnsng of leaves 6 days pror to sample col-
lecton, and because that was the depth wth the greatest root bomass. A concentraton factor > 1 
ndcates that the tssue or the excreted salts have accumulated metal relatve to the sedment. 
[metal]tssue/[metal]sedment = CFtssue Equaton 4.2
Translocaton Factor (TF) Calculatons
The aboveground tssue concentraton was calculated as descrbed above (Equaton 4.1). 
The belowground tssue concentraton was represented by the concentraton of each metal n the 
root tssue. The translocaton factor was calculated as the metal concentraton of the aboveground 
tssues relatve to the metal concentraton of the belowground tssues (Equaton 4.3 – modfied 
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from Alberts et al. 1990, Wndham et al. 2001). A TF < 1 ndcates that the movement of metals 
to aboveground tssues s restrcted n S. alternflora.
[metal]above/[metal]root = TFabove Equaton 4.3
 To determne the relatve dstrbuton of metals between structural tssues and photo-
synthetcally actve tssues the metal concentraton of the leaf tssue was compared to the metal 
concentraton of stem tssue (Equaton 4.4 – modfied from Wndham et al. 2001). A TF < 1 
ndcates that the movement of metals nto senstve photosynthetc tssues s restrcted n S. alter-
nflora. 
[metal]leaf/[metal]stem = TFleaf Equaton 4.4 
The excreton of metals on the leaf surface as salts by some salt marsh plants has been 
nterpreted to be a mechansm for metal depuraton (MacFarlane and Burchett 1999, Burke et 
al. 2000). Here we use the relatve dstrbuton of metals between the leaf tssue and the excreted 
salts to assess S. alternflora’s ablty to move metals from the leaf tssue to the leaf surface. To 
determne the retenton of metals n tssue relatve to excreton as salts, the metal concentraton 
of excreted salts was compared to the metal concentraton of leaf tssue (Equaton 4.5 – modfied 
from Hagemeyer and Wasel 1988). A TF > 1 ndcates that metals are preferentally excreted on 
the leaf surface rather than beng retaned wthn the leaf tssue of S. alternflora. 
[metal]salt/[metal]leaf = TFsalt Equaton 4.5
Statstcs
Analyss of varance (ANOVA) was performed for each calculated CF or TF for all metals 
usng SAS proc GLM. Two ANOVA desgns were used. A two-way ANOVA was performed 
usng sedment type and metal contamnaton as factors. Three levels of metal contamnaton, 
‘control’, ‘low’, and ‘hgh’ were used n combnaton wth two sedment types, ‘dredge’ and ‘natural’ 
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sedments. The desgn was fully nested wth all metal treatments represented n all sedment 
types. A one-way ANOVA was performed to examne the effect of salnty. Ths desgn ncluded 
only one sedment type and one level of metal contamnaton (dredge sedment, low metal 
contamnaton) whle three levels of salnty (0 psu, 15 psu, and 30 psu) were tested. The results 
of the ANOVAs were determned to be sgnficant when p ≤ 0.05. When sgnficant effects were 
observed, least square means were calculated and compared usng the Tukey-Kramer test to 
dstngush sgnficant dfferences between treatments for each response varable. 
The response varables analyzed ncluded CFsalt, CFleaf, CFstem, CFroot, TFabove, TFleaf, and 
TFsalt for each metal. The combnaton of analyzng 7 response varables for 6 metals resulted n 
42 two-way ANOVAs and 42 one-way ANOVAs, and there was no correcton for multple tests. If 
necessary, the calculated CFs or TFs were transformed pror to analyss to meet the assumptons 
of the ANOVA test. For most metals, ths requred a log(x) or a log(x+1) transformaton (usng 
ether a base e or a base 10), some varables requred an nverse (1/x) or square root (√x) transfor-
maton to meet assumptons. 
RESULTS
Cadmum
The CFs for Cd were sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contamnaton, nteractons 
between sedment type and metal contamnaton, and salnty. The accumulaton of Cd n 
excreted salts (CFsalt) was sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton between metal contamna-
ton and sedment type (F3, 8 = 6.67, p = 0.0144, Fgure 4.1A). The CFsalt for Cd decreased from 
the control treatment to the low treatment; however, ths pattern was sgnficant only for plants 
grown n natural sedment (F1, 8 = 8.67, p = 0.0186). The CF for leaf and stem tssues ncreased 
sgnficantly from the control treatment to the hgh treatment (CFleaf: F2, 18 = 20.41, p < 0.0001, 
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Fgure 4.1 The nfluence of metal contamnaton (C = control, L = low, H = hgh) and sedment 
type (N = natural, D = dredge) on metal concentraton factors (CFs) for S. alternflora excreted 
salts (a), leaf tssue (b), stem tssue (c), and root tssue (d). Tukey-Kramer tests were used to 
determne the letter groups wthn each CF. Treatments that dffered sgnficantly do not share a 
common letter. Sgnficant dfferences between sedment types are ndcated wth ‘D > N’ or ‘N 




Table 4.1 Two-way ANOVA analyses of the effects of sedment type (sedment) and level of 
metal contamnaton (metal) on CFs of metals n S. alternflora. Each CF was tested separately 
and compared the concentraton of a metal n the tssue wth the sedment concentraton. See 
Fgure 4.1 for the groups determned usng the Tukey-Kramer test. For p-values marked wth an 
astersk, the full model ANOVA was nsgnficant at α = 0.05.
CFsalt CFleaf CFstem CFroot
Metal treatment p p p p
Cd sediment 0.9779 0.1836 0.0631 0.8224
metal 0.0808 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0015
sediment*metal 0.0186 0.0655 0.1900 0.0347
Cr sediment 0.1260 0.2737 0.3833 0.0020
metal 0.0205 0.0754 0.0005 0.0265
sediment*metal 0.8127 0.6661 0.6355 0.0265
Cu sediment 0.0912 0.0025 0.0029 0.1506
metal <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0375
sediment*metal 0.0346 0.3402 0.7172 0.1551
Ni sediment 0.5405 0.0079 0.0037 0.9765
metal 0.0526 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
sediment*metal 0.1753 0.2926 0.4871 0.0784
Pb sediment 0.2581 0.2218 0.6008 0.2986
metal <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0229 0.1547
sediment*metal 0.0079 0.2736 0.0152 0.0465*
Zn sediment 0.9250 0.7720 0.9307 0.8983
metal <0.0001 <0.0001 0.5848 <0.0001
sediment*metal 0.3666 0.0526 0.0526 0.0090
Fgure 4.1b; CFstem: F2, 18 = 26.26, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.1c). The CF for root tssue was sgnficantly 
nfluenced by the nteracton between metal contamnaton and sedment type (F5, 17 = 5.65, p = 
0.0030, Fgure 4.1d). The CFroot for Cd ncreased from the control treatment to the hgh treatment; 
however, ths pattern was sgnficant only for plants grown n natural sedment (F2, 17 = 4.12, p = 
0.0347). The CF for root tssue was also nfluenced by salnty (nteractons of salnty wth metal 
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contamnaton or sedment type were not tested) and the CFroot was sgnficantly greater n the 15 
psu treatment than n the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 6 = 21.47, p = 0.0018, Fgure 4.2D).
The TFabove was sgnficantly nfluenced by salnty but not by metal contamnaton or 
sedment type (Table 4.3, Table 4.4). The TFabove for Cd ncreased sgnficantly from the 15 psu 
treatment to the 30 psu treatment (F2, 6 = 11.23, p = 0.0094, Fgure 4.4a). TFsalt was sgnficantly 
nfluenced by the nteracton between metal contamnaton and sedment type (F3, 8 = 9.81, p = 
0.0047, Fgure 4.3c); the TFsalt for Cd decreased from the control treatment to the low treatment, 
however ths pattern was sgnficant only for plants grown n natural sedment (F1, 8 = 15.57, p = 
0.0043). TFleaf for Cd was not sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contamnaton, sedment type or 
salnty (Table 4.3, Table 4.4).
Chromum
The CFs for excreted salts and stem tssue were sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contam-
naton. The CFsalt for Cr decreased sgnficantly from the control treatment to the hgh treatment 
(F2, 13 = 5.32, p = 0.0205, Fgure 4.1a). The CFstem decreased sgnficantly as metal contamnaton 
ncreased (F2, 18 = 12.05, p = 0.0005, Fgure 4.1c); the control treatment was greater than the low 
and hgh treatments. The CFroot was sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton of metal contam-
naton and sedment type (F5, 17 = 4.85, p = 0.0061, Fgure 4.1d). The CFroot for Cr was sgnficantly 
greater n the NC treatment than n the DL treatment (F2, 17 = 4.53, p = 0.0265); however these two 
treatments were not sgnficantly dfferent from any of the other treatments. The CF for root tssue 
was also sgnficantly nfluenced by salnty and the CFroot was sgnficantly greater n the 15 psu 
treatment than n the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 16 = 10.65, p = 0.0106, Fgure 4.2D). CFleaf 
was not sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contamnaton, sedment type or salnty (Table 4.1, 
Table 4.2).
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Fgure 4.2 The nfluence of salnty (0 psu, 15 psu, 30 psu) on metal CFs for S. alternflora 
excreted salts (a), leaf tssue (b), stem tssue (c), and root tssue (d). Tukey-Kramer tests were 
used to determne the letter groups wthn each CF. Treatments that dffered sgnficantly do no 





The TFabove for Cr was sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contamnaton but not by sed-
ment type and salnty. TFabove decreased sgnficantly as metal contamnaton ncreased from the 
control treatment to the low and hgh treatments (F2, 17 = 7.80, p = 0.0040, Fgure 4.3a). TFleaf and 
TFsalt for Cr were not sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contamnaton, sedment type or salnty 
(Table 4.3, Table 4.4).
Copper
The CFs for Cu were sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contamnaton and sedment type, 
but not by salnty. The CF n excreted salts was nfluenced by the nteracton of metal contam-
naton and sedment type (F5, 17 = 12.52, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.1a). The CFsalt for Cu decreased 
sgnficantly from the control treatment to the hgh treatment for both sedment types (F2, 17 = 
26.28, p < 0.0001); however, the low treatment dffered sgnficantly from the control treatment 
only for plants grown n natural sedment. The CFs for leaf and stem tssues were ndependently 
nfluenced by metal contamnaton and sedment type. The CFleaf decreased sgnficantly from the 
control treatment to the low and hgh treatments (F2, 18 = 22.54, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.1b). The CF 
for stem tssue decreased sgnficantly as metal contamnaton ncreased (F2, 18 = 34.97, p < 0.0001, 
CFsalt CFleaf CFstem CFroot
Metal F2, 7 p F2, 7 p F2, 7 p F2, 6 p
Cd 0.56 0.5937 1.02 0.4099 4.11 0.0661 21.47 0.0018
Cr 1.03 0.4052 1.58 0.2723 0.61 0.5712 10.65 0.0106
Cu 0.51 0.6228 2.99 0.1155 1.39 0.3093 3.37 0.1043
Ni 2.05 0.1993 1.75 0.2418 1.76 0.2411 4.05 0.0770
Pb 8.44 0.0136 9.45 0.0103 1.32 0.3264 14.65 0.0049
Zn 27.50 0.0005 5.12 0.0426 1.89 0.2208 7.85 0.0212
Table 4.2  One-way ANOVA analyses of the effect of salnty on CFs of metals n S. alternflora. 
Each CF was tested separately and compared the concentraton of a metal n the tssue wth the 
sedment concentraton.  See Fgure 4.2 for the groups determned usng the Tukey-Kramer test.
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Fgure 4.1c), and all metal treatments were sgnficantly dfferent from each other. The CF for 
leaf and stem tssue was always sgnficantly greater for plants grown n dredge sedment than for 
plants grown n natural sedment (CFleaf; F1, 18 = 12.27, p = 0.0025; CFstem; F1, 18 = 11.87, p = 0.0029). 
The CF for root tssue ncreased sgnficantly from the control treatment to the hgh treatment (F2, 
17 = 4.01, p = 0.0375, Fgure 4.1d).
The calculated TFs for Cu were sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contamnaton and saln-
ty but not by sedment type. The TFabove for Cu decreased sgnficantly as metal contamnaton 
ncreased (F2, 17 = 45.34, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.3a) and all metal treatments were sgnficantly df-
ferent from each other. The TFleaf for Cu ncreased sgnficantly as salnty ncreased from 0 psu to 
30 psu (F2, 7 = 8.47, p = 0.0135, Fgure 4.4b). TFsalt for Cu was not sgnficantly nfluenced by metal 
contamnaton, sedment type or salnty (Table 4.3, Table 4.4).
Nckel
The N CFs for leaf and stem tssues were ndependently nfluenced by metal contamna-
ton and sedment type. The CFleaf ncreased sgnficantly from the control treatment to the hgh 
treatment (F2, 18 = 19.86, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.1b). The CFstem decreased sgnficantly from the 
control treatment to the low and hgh treatments (F2, 18 = 16.94, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.1c). The CFleaf 
was always sgnficantly greater for plants grown n natural sedment and the CFstem was always 
sgnficantly greater for plants grown n dredge sedment (CFleaf; F1, 18 = 8.91, p = 0.0079; CFstem; 
F1, 18 = 11.14, p = 0.0037). The CFroot decreased sgnficantly from the control treatment to the low 
and hgh treatments (F2, 17 = 22.86, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.1d). 
The TFabove decreased sgnficantly n the low-metal treatment (F2, 17 = 6.22, p = 0.0094, 
Fgure 4.3a). TFleaf for N was not sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contamnaton, sedment 
type or salnty (Table 4.3, Table 4.4). TFsalt for N was sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton 
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Fgure 4.3 The nfluence of metal contamnaton (C = control, L = low, H = hgh) and sedment 
type (N = natural, D = dredge) on metal translocaton factors (TFs) between aboveground and 
belowground tssues (a), leaf and stem tssues (b), and excreted salts and leaf tssue (c) of S. 
alternflora. Tukey-Kramer tests were used to determne letter groups wthn each TF. Treatments 
that dffered sgnficantly do not share a common letter. The p-vales derved from two-way 




between metal contamnaton and sedment type (F5, 17 = 9.52, p = 0.0002, Fgure 4.3c). TFsalt 
decreased as metal contamnaton ncreased; however, the decrease was sgnficant for plants 
grown n natural sedment from the control to the hgh treatment, and from the low to the hgh 
treatment for plants grown n dredge sedment (F2, 7 = 4.20, p = 0.0328, Fgure 4.3c). 
Table 4.3 Two-way ANOVA analyses of the effects of sedment type (sedment) and level 
of metal contamnaton (metal) on TFs of metals n S. alternflora. The TFs compare the 
concentraton of metals between aboveground (leaf and stem) and belowground (root) tssues 
(TFabove), compare the leaf and stem tssues (TFleaf) and compare excreted salt and leaf tssue 
(TFsalt). Each TF was tested separately. See Fgure 4.3 for the groups determned usng the Tukey-
Kramer test. For p-values marked wth an astersk, the full model ANOVA was nsgnficant at α 
= 0.05.
TFabove TFleaf TFsalt
Metal treatment p p p
Cd sediment 0.2471 0.6070 0.1702
metal 0.9278 0.1904 0.0817
sediment*metal 0.2808 0.6356 0.0043
Cr sediment 0.1501 0.9582 0.5747
metal 0.0040 0.2515 0.1173
sediment*metal 0.1715 0.5015 0.6231
Cu sediment 0.1022 0.1875 0.2444
metal <0.0001 0.8453 0.0475*
sediment*metal 0.2525 0.1647 0.1541
Ni sediment 0.0841 0.9441 0.0269
metal 0.0094 0.0580 0.0001
sediment*metal 0.3238 0.3446 0.0328
Pb sediment 0.1384 0.8654 0.4916
metal 0.3893 0.0170 <0.0001
sediment*metal 0.6669 0.0396 0.0038
Zn sediment 0.3252 0.9429 0.9576
metal <0.0001 0.0003 <0.0001
sediment*metal 0.2637 0.6583 0.8112
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Lead
The CF of Pb for excreted salts was sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton of metal 
contamnaton and sedment type (F5, 17 = 58.59, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.1a). The CFsalt for Pb 
decreased from the control treatment to the low treatment n both sedment types; however 
plants grown n dredge sedment exhbted a sgnficant decrease n CFsalt between low and hgh 
treatments (F2, 17 = 6.53, p = 0.0079). The CFsalt was also nfluenced by salnty and the CFsalt was 
sgnficantly lower n the 30 psu treatment than n the 0 psu treatment (F2, 7 = 8.44, p = 0.0136, 
Fgure 4.2a). The CFleaf was sgnficantly greater n the low-metal treatment than n the control 
and hgh-metal treatments (F2, 18 = 20.50, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.1b). The CF for leaf tssue was also 
nfluenced by salnty and the CFleaf was sgnficantly lower n the 15 psu treatment than n the 
0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 7 = 9.45, p = 0.0103, Fgure 4.2b). The CF for stem tssue was 
sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton between metal contamnaton and sedment type (F5, 18 = 
4.07, p = 0.0120, Fgure 4.1c). For plants grown n dredge sedment, the CFstem ncreased from the 
control treatment to the hgh-metal treatment; however there was no sgnficant change for plants 
grown n natural sedment (F2, 18 = 5.33, p = 0.0152). The CFroot was sgnficantly greater n the 15 
psu treatment than n the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 6 = 14.65, p = 0.0049, Fgure 4.2D). 
The TFabove for Pb was not sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contamnaton, sedment type 
or salnty (Table 4.3, Table 4.4). The TFleaf for Pb was by nfluenced by metal contamnaton and 
TFleaf was sgnficantly lower n the low treatment than n the control or hgh treatments (F2, 18 = 
5.15, p = 0.0020, Fgure 4.3b). The TFsalt was nfluenced by the nteracton between metal contam-
naton and sedment type (F5, 17 = 28.34, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.3c). The TFsalt decreased sgnficantly 
as metal contamnaton ncreased from the control to the hgh-metal treatment, however, the TFsalt 
was sgnficantly dfferent for all treatments only for plants grown n natural sedment (F2,1 7 = 
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Fgure 4.4 The nfluence of salnty (0 psu, 15 psu, 30 psu) on metal TFs between aboveground 
and belowground tssues (a), leaf and stem tssues (b), and excreted salts and leaf tssue (c) of S. 
alternflora. Tukey-Kramer tests were used to determne letter groups wthn each TF. Treatments 
that dffered sgnficantly do not share a common letter. The p-vales derved from one-way 




7.89, p = 0.0038, Fgure 4.3c). The TFsalt for Pb was also nfluenced by salnty and was sgnfi-
cantly greater n the 0 psu and 15 psu treatments than n the 30 psu treatment (F2, 7 = 17.01, p = 
0.0020, Fgure 4.4c).
Znc
The CFsalt and the CFleaf were both nfluenced by metal contamnaton and salnty. The 
CFsalt for Zn decreased sgnficantly as metal contamnaton ncreased (F2, 17 = 86.93, p < 0.0001, 
Fgure 4.1a), and all metal treatments dffered sgnficantly from each other. The CFsalt for Zn was 
nfluenced by salnty and was sgnficantly lower n the 15 psu treatment than n the 0 psu and 
30 psu treatments (F2, 7 = 27.50, p = 0.0005, Fgure 4.2a). The CFleaf ncreased sgnficantly from 
the control and low-metal treatments to the hgh-metal treatment (F2, 18 = 18.09, p < 0.0001, Fgure 
4.1B). The CFleaf was also nfluenced by salnty and the CFleaf was sgnficantly greater n the 30 
psu treatment than n the 0 psu treatment (F2, 7 = 5.12, p = 0.0426, Fgure 4.2b). The CFroot was 
sgnficantly nfluenced by the nteracton between metal contamnaton and sedment type (F5, 
17 = 11.45, p <0.0001, Fgure 4.1d). Wthn each sedment type, the CFroot decreased sgnficantly 
Table 4.4 One-way ANOVA analyses of the effect of salnty on 3 TFs of metals n S. 
alternflora. The TFs compared the concentraton of metals between aboveground (leaf and stem) 
and belowground (root) tssues (TFabove), compare the leaf and stem tssues (TFleaf) and compare 
excreted salt and leaf tssue (TFsalt). See Fgure 4.4 for the groups determned usng the Tukey-
Kramer test.
TFabove TFleaf TFsalt
Metal F2, 6 p F2, 9 p F2, 9 p
Cd 11.23 0.0094 0.34 0.7208 0.58 0.5831
Cr 4.49 0.0643 1.17 0.3634 2.11 0.1921
Cu 0.25 0.7850 8.47 0.0135 2.80 0.1275
Ni 1.34 0.3301 1.51 0.2841 0.34 0.7231
Pb 0.19 0.8302 2.59 0.1436 17.07 0.0020
Zn 6.90 0.0279 2.18 0.1840 20.53 0.0012
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from the control treatment to the low treatment; however, ths result was only sgnficant for plants 
grown n natural sedment (F2, 17 = 6.30, p = 0.0090). The CFroot was also nfluenced by salnty 
and was sgnficantly greater n the 15 psu treatment than n the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 6 
= 7.85, p = 0.0212, Fgure 4.2D).
The TFs for Zn were sgnficantly nfluenced by metal contamnaton and by salnty, but 
not sedment type. The TFabove for Zn decreased from the control to the low and hgh-metal treat-
ments (F2, 17 = 18.75, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.3a). The TFabove was also nfluenced by salnty and the 
TFabove for Zn ncreased sgnficantly from the 15 psu treatment to the 30 psu treatment (F2, 6 = 6.90, 
p = 0.0279, Fgure 4.4a). TFleaf for Zn ncreased sgnficantly as metal contamnaton ncreased 
from the control and low metal treatments to the hgh metal treatment (F2, 18 = 13.14, p = 0.0003, 
Fgure 4.3b). The TFsalt for Zn decreased sgnficantly as metal contamnaton ncreased (F2, 17 = 
126.53, p < 0.0001, Fgure 4.3c), and all metal treatments were sgnficantly dfferent from each 
other. TFsalt for Zn was also sgnficantly nfluenced by salnty, and the TFsalt decreased sgnfi-
cantly from the 0 psu treatment to the 15 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 7 = 20.53, p = 0.0012, 
Fgure 4.4c).
DISCUSSION
The concentraton factors (CFs) vared sgnficantly among sedment type and metal 
contamnaton treatments (Table 4.1) n all tssues, and they vared sgnficantly among salnty 
treatments for all tssues except stem tssue (Table 4.2). All of the translocaton factors (TFs) var-
ed sgnficantly among the sedment type and metal contamnaton treatments (Table 4.3) as well 
as n response to the salnty treatments (Table 4.4). 
CFsalt exceeded 1 only for Pb, ndcatng that the concentraton of metals n excreted salts 
was not enrched relatve to the concentraton n the sedment for the remanng metals (Cd, Cr, 
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Cu, N, and Zn). Our results for Cd and Zn contrast wth those of Kraus et al. (1986) whch found 
that the excreted salts of S. alternflora concentrated metals (Hg, Cd, Zn) at 3 to 5 tmes the 
values seen n seawater when compared usng concentratons based on the total amount of salt 
excreted (µg metal/g salt). It s mportant to note that metal concentratons n sedments are often 
enrched relatve to seawater and Kraus et al. (1986) only presented sedment contamnaton data 
for Hg (18.17 ± 7.67 ppm, mean and S.D.). When Hg n salts s compared to Hg n sedments, the 
CF observed by Kraus et al. (1986) would be closer to 0.01, whch s smlar to our results for 
other metals. Burke et al. (2000) reported Pb excreton rates for S. alternflora; however, the CFsalt 
calculaton based on the values provded s < 1 whch contrasts wth our results for CFsalt of 2 n 
the control treatment. Ths dscrepancy n CFsalt values may be explaned by the level of sedment 
contamnaton. Burke et al. (2000) used sedments contamnated wth 165.5 ppm Pb (± 25.4 S.E.), 
whch matches the contamnaton n the low-metal treatment (102 – 180 ppm) n the present study 
and exceeds the Pb contamnaton n my control treatment (11 – 14 ppm). The Pb CFsalt for the low 
treatment was < 0.25 whch agrees wth the CFsalt of < 0.5 that can be derved from the lab-based 
experments of Burke et al. (2000). 
CFsalt sgnficantly decreased for Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, and Zn n response to ncreased sedment 
contamnaton whle N had a trend of decreasng excreton (Fgure 4.1a). The TFsalt sgnficantly 
decreased n response to ncreased sedment contamnaton for Cd, N, Pb, and Zn and exhbted 
a TFsalt >1 for all metals (Fgure 4.3c). The changng CFsalt and TFsalt values show that metals n 
excreted salts do not passvely reflect the metal concentraton ether n the envronment or n the 
leaf tssue. Our results support the hypothess that salt excreton s not lnked to transpraton and 
s an actve, ndependent process (Wndham et al. 2001, Wes et al. 2002). 
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The varablty n excreton of metals allows us to conclude that excreted salts are a poor 
bomontor of envronmental or plant metal contamnaton and are not a substantal route for 
depuraton of metals n S. alternflora as contamnaton ncreases. Despte excreted salts not beng 
an effectve bomontor or method for depuraton, Pb and Zn both have a mean CFsalt of at least 0.5 
for the control metal treatments, meanng that the amount of these metals n the excreted salts per 
gram of dry leaf tssue over a 2 month perod s equal to 50% of the metal concentraton n the 
sedment. Ths ndcates that a potentally substantal quantty of metals could be moblzed over 
the growng season. 
Chromum was the only metal n whch the CFleaf was not sgnficantly nfluenced by 
metal contamnaton or sedment type (Fgure 4.1b). The constant CFleaf for Cr means that Cr s 
tghtly regulated so that the proporton of Cr n the sedments that moves to the leaves remans 
constant regardless of the level of contamnaton. In contrast, CFstem for Cr decreased as sedment 
contamnaton ncreased, meanng that less Cr moved from the sedment to the stems as contam-
naton ncreased (Fgure 4.1c). The combnaton of dfferent accumulaton patterns for CFleaf and 
CFstem drve the pattern seen for Cr n TFabove, where the amount of metal translocated to aboveg-
round tssue decreased as contamnaton ncreased (Fgure 4.3a). Ths ndcates that even though 
the CFroot for Cr dd not change n response to ncreased sedment contamnaton, more of the 
metal taken up was retaned n the roots as contamnaton ncreased. 
The CFleaf for Cd, Cu, N, and Zn ndcate that the movement of metals from sedment to 
leaf tssue changes from the control treatment to the hgh-metal treatment (Fgure 4.1b). Spartna 
alternflora grown n control and low-metal treatments had a CFleaf ≤ 0.2 for Cd, N, and Zn and 
plants grown n the hgh treatment had a CFleaf of approxmately 0.3. Ths ndcates that there 
was a change n the degree of restrcton of metal movement to the leaf tssue. The patterns n 
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CFleaf were overwhelmed by the hgh CFroot values observed (Cd: < 1 – 4.5x; Zn: 0.5 - > 1x) when 
the TFabove was calculated. The TFabove ether dd not change n response to ncreased metal con-
tamnaton (Cd and Pb) or decreased at hgher levels of sedment contamnaton (Cr, Cu, N, and 
Zn; Fgure 4.3a). The low TFabove agrees wth Otte et al. (1991) and Reboredo et al. (1993) who 
reported values < 1 for TFabove for S. anglca. 
Lead exhbted a decrease n CFleaf as sedment contamnaton ncreased; however ths 
pattern was reversed when contamnaton ncreased further from the low to the hgh treatment. 
Although CFleaf was statstcally ndstngushable between the control and hgh treatments, the 
average CFleaf decreased from 0.1 to < 0.05 ndcatng that the movement of Pb to leaf tssue 
was restrcted at hgher levels of sedment contamnaton. Wndham et al. (2001) reported an 
ncrease n the Pb concentraton of S. alternflora leaves when grown n sedment wth Pb added, 
and although they dd not report a CFleaf value, they ndcated that the TFleaf for S. alternflora 
was 25.6. Ther TFleaf for Pb was much greater than ours (1 – 4x); however the TFleaf reported by 
Wndham et al. (2001) was based on the total metal pool wthn each tssue type whle the TFleaf 
reported here was based on the concentraton of metal wthn each tssue type. By calculatng TFs 
based on concentraton, t was possble for to make comparsons wth the results of other research-
ers who have not explctly calculated TFs, but nstead provded the concentraton of metals n 
varous organs of S. alternflora. 
Overall, at hgher levels of contamnaton, more metals were retaned belowground. For all 
metals except Cr and Pb, CFroot ncreased as sedment contamnaton ncreased (Fgure 4.1d). Ths 
ndcated that the concentratons of these metals n root tssue represented an accumulaton of 
metals rather than a passve reflecton of envronmental contamnaton. The TFabove was < 1 for all 
metals and ether dd not change (Cd and Pb) or decreased as sedment contamnaton ncreased. 
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The observed values, whch dd not exceed 0.8, generally agreed wth lterature values (Alberts 
et al. 1990, Wndham et al. 2003). In partcular, the TFabove for Cr, Pb, and Zn are consstent wth 
the values reported by Wndham et al. (2003) despte beng calculated usng concentratons rather 
than total metal pools. The lowest TFabove was seen for Pb (Fgure 4.3a) whch s consstent wth 
the observaton that Pb s strongly sequestered n belowground tssues (Gambrell 1994). Non-
essental metals (Cd, Pb) exhbt reduced translocaton to aboveground tssues n Phragmtes 
australs (Van der Werf 1991) and a smlar pattern s lkely for S. alternflora. The observed 
CFroot for Pb may not accurately reflect the Pb avalable for translocaton to aboveground tssues 
because Pb s often excluded from uptake by roots n crop plants (Marselle et al. 2000) and more 
lkely to be adsorbed onto the root surface of the salt marsh grass, Halomone portulacodes 
(Sundby et al. 2005) than other metals. An overestmaton of CFroot would result n a partcularly 
low TFabove.
Wes and Wes (2004) suggested that salnty mght nfluence the uptake and excreton of 
metals by salt marsh plants, and specfically that a hgher salnty would result n an ncrease n 
metal excreton. Our data do not support ths hypothess, the CFsalt for Pb decreased sgnficantly 
as salnty ncreased (Fgure 4.2a) and other metals (Cr and Zn) exhbted a smlar pattern. Add-
tonally, the TFsalt for Pb and Zn decreased sgnficantly as salnty ncreased, mplyng that less 
metal was moved out of the leaf tssue as salnty ncreased. Although the excreton of salt and 
assocated metals s ndependent of transpraton n S. alternflora (Wndham et al. 2001, Wes et 
al. 2002), t s possble that at elevated salntes, excreton of metal ons s down-regulated n favor 
of ncreased excreton of Na ons. There was further evdence for changes n the physologcal 
functonng of S. alternflora as salnty ncreased, partcularly for Cu. The CFleaf for Cu ncreased 
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as salnty ncreased, as dd the TFleaf. There was no sgnficant change n the CFstem or TFabove for 
Cu, ndcatng that changes n Cu were based entrely n the leaves of S. alternflora.
CONCLUSIONS
My results agree wth prevous researchers who have stated that n general, S. alternflora 
does not accumulate metals (Alberts et al. 1990, Wes and Wes 2004). Although no changes n 
bomass or mortalty of S. alternflora was observed, overall, my results suggest that changes n 
metal contamnaton, sedment type and salnty wll change the relatonshp between S. alter-
nflora and metals n sedment. There s evdence for ncreased relatve accumulaton of some 
metals, but most often the trend appears to be an nhbton of the movement of metals through 
the plant (ndcated by a depressed TFabove). These changes n the movement of metals may have 
resulted from dsruptons of physologcal and metabolc pathways.
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CHAPTER 5 – SURVEY OF METALS IN EXCRETED 
SALTS OF SPARTINA ALTERNIFLORA (LOISEL.) 
GROWING ON THE LOUISIANA COAST
INTRODUCTION
A recent revew of metals n salt marshes, whch focused on the dfferences between 
Spartna alternflora and Phragmtes australs, suggested that the excreton of metals by S. alter-
nflora may be an overlooked pathway for metal moblzaton (Wes and Wes 2004). Although 
rates of metal excreton by leaves have been reported for other salt marsh plants (Rozema et al. 
1991 – Spartna anglca) there have been lmted studes of S. alternflora. Kraus et al. (1986) and 
Kraus (1988) reported the excreton of multple metals (Hg, Cd and Zn and Cr, Cu, N and Pb 
respectvely) from marshes n the heavly ndustralzed New Jersey Meadowlands. Calculatons 
by Kraus et al. (1988) suggested that the excreton of metals by S. alternflora could moblze 
large amounts of metals over a year (e.g. 17 g Cd, 894 g Pb, 285 g Cr /ha/year). Burke et al. (2000) 
combned a field and laboratory study of salt excreton by S. alternflora to determne that the 
excreton rates for metals are 2-3 tmes hgher n the field than n a laboratory settng, and Wes 
et al (2002) determned that metal excreton rates were 2-10 tmes greater n the field than n the 
laboratory. Recent research on metals excreted wth S. alternflora salts has utlzed field stes or 
collected plants from the salt marshes of NJ and has predomnantly focused on naturally occur-
rng levels of metal contamnaton (Burke et al. 2000, Wndham et al. 2001a, Wes et al. 2002). As 
a result, the current understandng of metal excreton by S. alternflora s lmted n geographc 
scope to the northeast US, partcularly n urban, or near-urban salt marshes.
It s lkely that salt excreton and the assocated excreton of metals may vary across 
geographc regons as a result of clmatc patterns (seasonalty, ranfall, etc.), local envronmental 
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condtons and the genotypc varaton of S. alternflora. In order to understand the role of metal 
excreton by S. alternflora n the moblzaton of metals n salt marshes, metal excreton must 
be determned n a varety of locatons and condtons. In order for the results of ths dssertaton, 
as well as any other studes on metals n excreted salts, to be broadly nterpreted and appled, a 
baselne for metals n excreted salts must be establshed. Ths chapter provdes an overvew of 
metals n excreted salts from two dstnct areas of coastal Lousana. To my knowledge, ths s the 
first report of metals n excreted salts to occur outsde of NJ and the first report based n marshes 
along the Gulf of Mexco.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ste Descrpton
The Lousana coast ncludes two physographc regons, the Chener Plan and the Deltac 
Plan. Stes were surveyed n both of these regons.
The Chener Plan s located n the southwest of Lousana and s bordered by Vermllon 
Bay (91º 30’ W) n the east and the Texas border (94º 00’ W) n the west (Vsser et al. 2000). The 
coastal marshes of the Chener Plan are characterzed by tdal exchange whch s lmted to 3 
rver mouths (the Sabne, Calcaseu, and Mermentau Rvers). Sedments are older than those n the 
Deltac Plan and were deposted by the Msssspp Rver n two hstorc basns (Mermentau, Cal-
caseu/Sabne) (Day et al. 2000). Chener Plan sedments also nclude mud and sand from more 
recent Msssspp Rver basns that have been transported west by longshore currents and depos-
ted as mud flats and sand rdges (Day et al. 2000). The rate of subsdence s lower n the Chener 
Plan than n the Deltac Plan (Vsser et al. 2000). In part due to ths sedmentary hstory, the 
Chener Plan has experenced less land loss than the rest of the Lousana coast and s projected 
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to account for only 32% of the predcted land loss over approxmately the next 50 years (Vsser et 
al. 2000). 
The Deltac Plan s located n southeast Lousana and extends from the Msssspp bor-
der (89º 00’ W) n the east to Vermllon Bay (91º 30’ W) n the west (Vsser et al. 2000). Coastal 
marshes n the Deltac Plan nclude the current Msssspp Rver delta as well as several recently 
abandoned rver basns. Coastal marshes n the Deltac Plan are extensve, accountng for 17% 
of the coastal marshes n the contnental Unted States (Vsser et al. 1998). In contrast to the 
restrcted tdal exchange n the Chener Plan, marshes n the Deltac Plan are more open estuar-
es whch have formed wthn abandoned delta lobes of the Msssspp Rver (Vsser et al. 2000). 
The sedments of the Deltac Plan have been drectly deposted to ther current locaton and there 
has been mnmal reworkng or further transportaton. 
Sabne. Stes sampled at the Sabne Natonal Wldlfe Refuge (NWR) are referred to 
as ‘Sabne’ samples. The Sabne NWR s managed by the US Fsheres and Wldlfe Servce and 
s located n the Chener Plan. The specfic locaton of sample collecton s referred to as the 
Hog Island Gully complex, and ths area ncludes marshes that have been delberately created or 
augmented through the addton of materal dredged from the adjacent Calcaseu Shp Channel 
as well as older marshes whch are presumed to be remnants of naturally formed marshes. It was 
expected that the varety of marsh orgns and hstores n the Sabne NWR wll lead to varable 
levels of metal contamnaton among the stes sampled. 
Three of the stes sampled were marshes created wth dredge materal, and the fourth 
was a marsh area that had formed naturally. Ste selecton corresponds to the stes descrbed n 
Edwards and Proffitt (2003) and the coordnates gven correspond to the 20 m end of the transect 
used for samplng. The marsh at the Sabne 1 ste (29º 55’ 7.710” N, 93º 20’ 35.053” W) was 
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created n 1983 by the placement of dredge materal from the Calcalseu shppng channel and 
encompasses approxmately 40 ha adjacent to the Shppng Channel (Edwards and Proffitt 2003). 
The remanng 3 stes are located along the Hog Island Gully Canal whch provdes access to the 
Calcalseu shppng channel from a boat launch at Lousana Hghway 27. The two areas of marsh 
where the Sabne 2 and Sabne 3 stes (Sabne 2: 29º 54’ 1.161” N, 93º 22’ 2.292” W; Sabne 3: 
29º 54’ 13.620” N, 93º 22’ 9.584” W) were located have developed on the dredge materal used 
to create contanment levees for marsh-creaton projects n 1996 and 1999, respectvely (Edwards 
and Proffitt 2003). Both of these stes have drect access (va open water) to the Hog Island Gully 
Canal although nether ste drectly faces the canal. The marsh where the Sabne 4 ste (29º 54’ 
23.009” N, 93º 22’ 40.286” W) was located s beleved to be a remnant of naturally occurrng 
marsh and s separated from the Hog Island Gully Canal by a low levee (< 1 m). 
Fourchon. Stes sampled n the marshes along Bayou Lafourche near Port Fourchon, LA 
are referred to as ‘Fourchon’ samples. The marshes are located n the Baratara-Terrebonne basn 
n marshes located between Bayou Lafourche and Tmbaler Bay. The regon s the ste of both 
commercal fishng and ndustral actvtes assocated wth the ol and gas ndustry, wth approx-
mately 80% of the Gulf of Mexco ol field servced by boats leavng from Port Fourchon (Laska 
et al. 2005). The marshes sampled are not a part of a formal management program as s the case 
wth the Sabne NWR. Rather, the regon s ncluded wthn the Baratara-Terrebonne Natonal 
Estuary Program, whch coordnates the protecton and restoraton of the estuary system. 
The Fourchon stes used n ths study do not drectly correspond to stes descrbed n pre-
vously publshed studes and the coordnates gven correspond to the 0 m end of the transect used 
for samplng. The marsh at the Fourchon 1 ste (29º 9’ 31.679” N, 90º 13’ 41.770” W) s located on 
the north sde of a bayou whch branches off of Bayou Lafourche. Plngs along the mouth of the 
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bayou and a barbed wre fence (and possbly a ppelne) along the south sde of the bayou ndcate 
that at some pont the mmedate area may have been utlzed for ndustral or commercal actv-
tes. However, the poor condton of the plngs and fence provded lttle evdence of extensve 
or current ndustral actvty. The marsh at the Fourchon 2 ste (29º 9’ 2.520” N, 90º 13’ 40.051” 
W) s also located n a bayou that branches off of Bayou Lafourche. Ths ste has no evdence 
of ndustral or commercal actvty and s the area from whch sedment was collected for the 
greenhouse experment descrbed n Chapter 2. The marsh at the Fourchon 3 ste (29º 8’ 44.271” 
N, 90º 12’ 59.768” W) s located along the Floataton Canal drectly opposte the Port Fourchon 
facltes and s adjacent to the levee used n a marsh creaton project. The Floataton Canal 
branches off of Bayou Lafourche and s heavly traveled by vessels servng the offshore ol fields, 
and these vessels were observed to delberately ground themselves on the marsh at ths ste durng 
every samplng perod. Samples from ths ste were collected from the opposte sde of the marsh 
as the vessels. The marsh at the Fourchon 4 and Fourchon 5 stes (Fourchon 4: 29º 6’ 58.830” N, 
90º 13’ 16.902” W) was located along a canal cut to provde access to fishng camps from Bayou 
Lafourche for local landowners. The hgh elevaton of the adjacent sedment surface (> 1m) and 
the sandy texture of the sedment, whch s dstnct from nearby sedments, ndcated that the 
Fourchon 4 ste was located on dredge spol placed durng the excavaton of the canal. Ths ste 
was abandoned after repeated vandalsm (removal of ste markers) and the Fourchon 5 ste was 
establshed along the edge of a bayou whch ntersected the canal.
Samplng Methods
At each ste, a 20-m transect was located parallel to the marsh edge. The dstance between 
the transect and the marsh edge vared based on the dstrbuton of vegetaton, but the ends of the 
transect were set approxmately 1 m from the marsh edge when possble. 
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All transects were sampled seasonally between February 2004 and August 2005. Samples 
were collected approxmately every 6 months (February, August) dependng on tdes and weather. 
Each samplng effort conssted of 2 vsts to each transect. The first vst of each samplng effort 
occurred durng a hgh tde and at that tme, 5 dstances were randomly selected along the tran-
sect and marked usng bamboo stakes as the replcate samples for the samplng trp. For each 
sample, a stem of S. alternflora was selected and tethered to the bamboo stake usng cable tes. 
Stems were haphazardly chosen to be (a) tall enough so that the lowest leaves were not lkely to be 
submerged by the predcted tde, (b) green wth at least 3 fully emerged leaves (c) not exhbtng 
obvous sgns of senescence and (d) not exhbtng sgns of flower formaton. The selected stem 
of S. alternflora was then thoroughly sprayed wth de-onzed (hereafter DI) water and all leaves 
were wped to remove any salts or sedment that was on the leaf surface. A ran gauge was set at 
each ste to determne whether any ran occurred at the ste durng the samplng perod. Durng 
the second vst of the samplng perod (approxmately 4 days later), three salt wpes were col-
lected for a sngle plant and pooled (Wndham et al. 2001b). Salt wpes conssted of Whatman 
filter papers dampened wth DI water that were used to wpe both sdes of a sngle leaf twce. To 
mnmze the varaton n salt excreton assocated wth leaf age the uppermost, bottommost and a 
mddle leaf were sampled on each plant. Immedately followng salt collecton, the leaves sampled 
for salts were cut from the stem at the base of the leaf and placed n Zploc bags. The leaves 
sampled for salts were dred n the oven at 60°C and dry weghts were recorded to provde a unt 
of measurement for the metals n the collected salts.
Sedment cores were collected mmedately below the selected stem of S. alternflora, 
usng a 30 cm length of PVC ppe (8 cm nner dameter). After collecton n the field, cores were 
sealed at both ends wth plastc caps and duct tape. Sedment cores were stored uprght at 4 °C 
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untl analyss. Sedments were slowly extruded upward from the cores so that surface sedments 
appeared first. A plastc spatula and scssors (when necessary) were used to slce the core nto 
2 cm sectons that were sub-sampled usng a 50 mL centrfuge tube (29 mm nner dameter) 
for metal analyss of sedments. The core was sampled at the 0-2 cm and 9-11 cm depths. Wet 
weghts of sedment samples were recorded before samples were dred n the oven at 60°C and 
dry weghts were recorded. After dryng, sedment samples were ground usng a glass mortar and 
pestle. 
Metal Analyss
All samples were dgested by refluxng n 70% HNO3 at 120°C for at least 48 h untl NO2 
was no longer evolved (determned by vsual nspecton; modfied from Mllward et al 2004). For 
all sample types, approprate blanks and reference materals were ncluded. Blanks consstng of 
3 filter papers dampened wth DI water were ncluded for the salt wpes. Sedment samples were 
a composte of the 0-2 cm and 9-11 cm depths made up of approxmately 0.5 g of each sample (1 
g total) and pror to dgeston any vsble fine root materal was removed from the sample. Refer-
ence materal consstng of SRM 1646a (estuarne sedment) was dred along wth the sedment 
samples (Table 5.1). Salt wpes and sedment samples were ntally dgested n 5 mL of 70% 
Cd Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn Al Fe
SRM 1646a (estuarine sediment)
NIST 0.148 40.9 10.01 23* 11.7 48.9 2.297 2.008
ICP-ES 1.18 24.93 8.49 17.52 5.81 34.17 1.045 1.541
Percent difference +700 -39 -15 -24 -50 -30 -119 -23
Table 5.1  Evaluaton of analytcal method used.  Al and Fe are expressed as percent of the 
total sedment weght (mg/g dry weght) and all other metals are expressed as ppm (µg/g dry 
weght). The NIST values are certfied means calculated from multple analytcal methods for 
each sample type.  The ICP-ES values were calculated from SRM samples ncluded wth the 
expermental samples.  The percent dfference between the two values s shown.  Values marked 
wth an astersk are non-certfied values provded by the NIST.  
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HNO3 before beng concentrated through evaporaton to a volume of approxmately 1.25 mL and 
2.5 mL respectvely. The salt wpe samples were dluted to 25 mL usng Mll-Q water and the 
sedment samples were dluted to 50 mL usng Mll-Q water pror to analyss. Samples were 
filtered through a 0.2 µm filter before beng analyzed for Cd, Cr, Cu, N, Pb, and Zn usng an ICP-
ES (Perkn-Elmer DV 3300 ICP Spectrometer).
Statstcs
The concentraton of metals n the excreted salts was expressed as µg of metal / g dry 
weght leaf tssue. The concentraton of metals n the sedment was expressed as µg of metal / g 
dry weght of sedment. The relatonshp of the focal metals to Al and Fe n the sedment was 
tested usng SAS proc CORR. The results were plotted wthout any transformaton. The relaton-
shp between the concentraton of metal n the sedment and the concentraton of metal n the 
excreted salt was tested wth a lnear regresson usng SAS proc REG wth two predctors; the 
concentraton of the metal n the sedment and the metal/Al rato. All varables were log10 trans-
formed as necessary to meet assumptons of normalty, and the untransformed varables were used 
for plots. 
RESULTS
Copper and Zn n sedments were the only two metals not found to be sgnficantly cor-
related to the Al concentraton n sedment (Table 5.2, Fgure 5.1), however, they were sgnficantly 
correlated wth Fe concentraton. All metals except for Cr and Pb were more strongly correlated 
to the Fe concentraton than to the Al concentraton. There was lttle varaton n the sedment 
concentraton of the focal metals among the stes sampled (Table 5.3).
The concentraton of Pb n excreted salts was the only metal for whch a sgnficant lnear 
regresson exsted. Both the concentraton of Pb n excreted salt (Fgure 5.2) and the Pb/Al rato n 
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sedment were log10 transformed and the lnear regresson of Pb n excreted salt aganst the Pb/Al 
rato n sedment was sgnficant (F1, 27 = 4.42, p = 0.0449, Fgure 5.3). The best fit equaton (r
2 = 
0.14) for Pb n excreted salt was: log10 PbSalt = - 51.782 – 6.087(log10 Pb/Al). Lnear regressons 
were non-sgnficant for all other metals whether they were tested aganst the concentraton of the 
metal n the sedment or aganst the metal/Al rato (p > 0.05, data not shown).
Al Fe
Metal r p-value r p-value
Cd 0.605 * 0.960 *
Cr 0.978 * 0.753 *
Cu 0.199 0.1743 0.330 0.0217
Ni 0.592 * 0.868 *
Pb 0.915 * 0.761 *
Zn 0.183 0.2121 0.578 *
Table 5.2 The correlaton between concentratons of the metals of nterest and Al and Fe n the 
sedment.  Pearson coefficents (r) and assocated p-values are provded.  Proc CORR n SAS 
was used.  P-values of <0.0001 ndcated wth an astersk.  
Site Cd Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn
S1 1.7 (0.1) 36.3 (2.5) 12.9 (1.0) 18.7 (1.5) 12.1 (0.6) 64.7 (2.9)
S2 1.2 (0.1) 35.9 (2.5) 11.9 (0.5) 14.8 (1.2) 11.6 (0.8) 50.5 (3.9)
S3 1.7 (0.2) 39.8 (1.8) 12.4 (1.0) 18.5 (2.1) 12.1 (1.3) 62.7 (8.3)
S4 1.6 (0.1) 41.5 (1.3) 16.0 (1.2) 18.7 (0.8) 13.5 (0.8) 61.9 (1.6)
F1 1.5 (0.3) 35.1 (1.8) 19.1 (0.5) 17.0 (1.4) 10.3 (0.5) 74.6 (10.2)
F2 1.4 (0.3) 35.8 (0.8) 19.2 (1.9) 16.9 (1.9) 10.9 (1.2) 76.7 (14.1)
F3 1.5 (0.2) 32.6 (2.8) 18.6 (2.7) 17.2 (10.1) 10.1 (0.6) 72.9 (8.6)
F4 0.9 (0.2) 19.7 (2.8) 7.0 (2.0) 13.1 (2.0) 4.5 (0.9) 40.1 (6.4)
F5 1.0 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 35.0 (0.5) 17.7 (1.4) 17.7 (0.2) 10.7 (7.5)
Table 5.3  Concentraton of metals n sedments (µg/g, SD) collected at Sabne and Fourchon, 
LA, collected over two years (July-August 2004 and July-August 2005) n ths study (n =6).  
Values for F4 and F5 are from the year 2004 and the year 2005 respectvely (n = 3).  
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Fgure 5.1  The relatonshp between sedment metal concentraton and the metal:Al rato.  
Each pont represents the mean (n = 3, ± SE) for each ste sampled n 2004 (black) and 2005 
(grey) at two locatons (Sabne = crcles, Fourchon = squares).  See Table 5.2 for the correlaton 







The only sgnficant lnear regresson was between Pb n salt and the Pb/Al rato, ths 
regresson, whle sgnficant, was weak wth an r2 of 0.14. The negatve slope of ths regresson 
agrees wth the results of Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 where the concentraton of Pb n excreted salts 
decreased as the concentraton of Pb n the sedment ncreased. The weaker correlaton between 
the concentratons of focal metals and Al n the sedment, relatve to the Fe n the sedment, may 
be related to the greater underestmaton of Al relatve to Fe n our analytcal method (Table 5.1). 
It s unclear at what pont n the sample analyss ths underestmaton occurred.
The values for metals n excreted salts recorded n ths survey are much lower than the 
values for S. alternflora reported by Burke et al. (2000) and Wes et al. (2002), who both reported 
excreton rates n of 0.25 µg/g/day for Pb, > 20 µg/g/day for Cu and Cr and > 1500 µg/g/day for 
Zn. None of the metals n the excreted salts of S. alternflora n Lousana exhbted excreton 
rates > 2 µg/g/day. It s possble that dfferences n the sedment bogeochemstry, seasonal df-
ferences n the tme of samplng or clmatc varatons between NJ and LA are responsble for the 
varaton n excreton rates. 
The daly excreton rate of metals can be used to calculate the potental weght of metal 
excreted on the leaf surface over an entre marsh (Table 5.4). The aboveground bomass values 
are based on publshed peak bomass values for marshes n Lousana whch occurred durng the 
same season (July, August) near where the excreted salts were collected for metal analyss. There 
s a wde range n the potental metal export va salts excreted on the leaf surface both among 
metals, and wthn marshes. 
At the Sabne NWR, the large varaton among stes n potental metal excreton can be 
attrbuted to several factors. The peak bomass s much hgher n the Sabne 2 and Sabne 3 stes, 
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Fgure 5.2  The rate of metal excreton (µg / g dry wt / day) by S. alternflora at 4 stes n the 
Sabne and Fourchon marshes of Lousana.  Ponts represent the mean (n = 5, ± SE) excreton 
rate at each ste and are n sequental order (e.g. Sabne 1, Sabne 2, Sabne 3, Sabne 4).  




whch results n a greater amount of leaf tssue that s potentally excretng metals. Addtonally, 
Edwards and Proffitt (2003) report that the % organc matter s less than 2.5% at these two stes 
whereas the Sabne 1 and Sabne 4 stes had 19.0% and 21.9% organc matter, respectvely. As a 
result of the ncreased organc matter n the sedment, metals are less lkely to be moblzed and 
taken up by S. alternflora. Although there s not a strong correlaton between the concentraton 
of metals n tssues and metals n excreted salts (Chapter 4), metals cannot be excreted on the leaf 
surface f they are not first taken up from the sedments by the plant.
The varaton among the Fourchon stes n potental metal excreton s probably the result 
of sedment factors. The peak bomass value used to calculate the potental metal excreton for 
the Fourchon stes was not ste-specfic as were those used n the calculatons for the Sabne stes 
(Krby and Gosselnk, 1976). As a result of usng a sngle aboveground bomass value to calculate 
Fgure 5.3  The relatonshp between Pb n excreted salts of S. alternflora and the Pb:Al rato of 
the sedment.  Ponts represent the mean (n = 3, ± SE) for each ste sampled n 2004 and 2005 at 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































potental excreton at all five Fourchon stes, none of the varaton n potental metal excreton 
seen n Table 5.3 can be attrbuted to varatons n the amount of leaf tssue at each ste. The 
varaton n potental metal excreton can be attrbuted to factors assocated wth the avalablty 
of metal to S. alternflora or varatons n the physologcal functonng of plants at dfferent stes. 
The concentraton of metals n the sedment was approxmately equal among the Fourchon 1, 2, 
and 3 stes (Table 5.3) so t s lkely that dfferences n the potental metal excreton at these stes 
were drven by varatons n sedment characterstcs, whch affected the metal avalablty to the 
plants. The excreted salts at the Fourchon 4 and 5 stes had lower concentratons of metals than 
dd the other Fourchon stes. However the potental metal excreton at Fourchon 4 and 5 equaled 
or exceeded the potental metal excreton at the other Fourchon stes. The Fourchon 4 and 5 stes 
were qualtatvely sander than the other Fourchon stes and ths may have contrbuted to an 
ncrease n the metals avalable to S. alternflora (S. Mahon, personal observaton).
It s possble that factors not ncluded n ths study (e.g. relatve humdty, sedment pH, 
sedment mosture) nfluenced the excreton of Pb and the other metals by S. alternflora. How-
ever, the weak correlaton between metals n sedment and metals excreted by S. alternflora s 
n agreement wth the results dscussed prevously n Chapters 2. The results of the experment 
descrbed n Chapter 2 showed that Pb and Zn were the only metals excreted n salts that were 
nfluenced by the concentraton of metals n sedments. Further work on the controllng mecha-
nsms for metal excreton by S. alternflora s warranted. 
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CHAPTER 6 — SUMMARY
The prmary goal of ths research was to determne the effects of metal contamnaton, 
sedment type and salnty of metals n S. alternflora under controlled, greenhouse, condtons 
and to evaluate the excreton of metals by S. alternflora n the field. 
Chapter 1 provded a broad ntroducton to the relatonshp between salt marshes, the use 
of dredge materal n coastal restoraton programs, salnty, and contamnant metals. Because 
these factors are tghtly assocated, I felt t was approprate to determne the nfluence of metal 
contamnaton, sedment type, and salnty on the uptake, dstrbuton, and excreton of pollut-
ant metals by the domnant grass of North Amercan salt marshes, S. alternflora. To do ths, I 
selected 6 contamnant metals, two common sedment types, and 3 salntes to test. 
The results of Chapter 2 ndcate that metals n tssues and excreted salts of S. alternflora 
respond prmarly to metal concentraton when cultvated at a constant salnty. The proportonal 
dstrbuton of metals among tssues vared greatly among metals, but was nfluenced only by 
the level of metal contamnaton. Metal concentratons n dfferent tssues generally ncreased n 
response to ncreased levels of metal contamnaton, but sedment type also played a role n deter-
mnng the concentratons found n tssues. In contrast to responses observed for S. alternflora 
tssues, the concentraton of metals n excreted salts dd not ncrease n response to elevated sed-
ment metal concentratons; however the concentratons of Pb and Zn n excreted salts decreased 
sgnficantly as sedment metal concentratons ncreased. My observatons llustrate the complex-
ty of metal uptake by S. alternflora.
The results of Chapter 3 ndcate that salnty only nfluences Pb and Zn n the tssues and 
excreted salts of S. alternflora. The concentraton of Pb n excreted salts decreased as salnty 
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ncreased. The concentraton of Pb leaf tssue and Zn n excreted salts decreased sgnficantly n 
the 15 psu treatment. In contrast, the concentraton of Pb and Zn n root tssue ncreased sgnfi-
cantly n the 15 psu treatment. The optmal salnty for S. alternflora growth s approxmately 15 
psu, and t s possble that the observed patterns are related to ths. There were no other sgnfi-
cant results for the salnty treatment. Several patterns n the data suggest that salnty mght be 
nfluencng other metals, partcularly the total metal taken up by the plant, but low replcaton pre-
vented any sgnficant effects from beng dentfied. Repetton of ths experment wth a greater 
level of replcaton wll help to clarfy these patterns. 
The results of Chapter 4 ndcate that CFs and TFs for most metals n S. alternflora are 
rarely nfluenced by salnty, but that sedment contamnaton, and to a lesser degree, sedment 
type, are mportant nfluences. CFleaf and CFstem for Cu and N where the only CFs or TFs nflu-
enced by sedment type, ndependent of metal contamnaton. The CFs for Cu were greater for 
plants grown n dredge sedment and the CFs for N were greater for plants grown n natural sed-
ment. Our results for TFabove are consstent wth lterature values and were sgnficantly nfluenced 
by both metal contamnaton (Cr, Cu, N, and Zn) and salnty (Cd and Zn). Decreases observed 
n the TFabove as sedment contamnaton ncreased support the hypothess that S. alternflora 
sequesters metals belowground and that ths effect wll become more pronounced as sedment 
contamnaton ncreases.
Chapter 5 provdes a survey of the metal concentratons measured n excreted salts by 
S. alternflora under field condtons. The weak correlaton between sedment contamnaton and 
metals n excreted salts agreed wth the results of the greenhouse study (Chapter 2), however, the 
concentraton of all metals n excreted salts was lower than was expected based on prevously 
publshed studes. It s unclear what the cause of ths dscrepancy s, although sedment 
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contamnaton, geographc varaton n both clmate and S. alternflora genotype lkely plays a 
role.
 In summary, the uptake, dstrbuton, and excreton of metals by S. alternflora s drven 
prmarly by the concentraton of contamnant metals n the sedment. Sedment type and nterac-
tons between sedment type and metal contamnaton are occasonally sgnficant, but generally 
less so (based on p values) than metal contamnaton alone. Salnty appears not to play a sg-
nficant role for the uptake, dstrbuton, and excreton of metals, when S. alternflora s grown 
on dredge sedment wth low metal contamnaton, except for Pb and Zn, but ths may be due to 
shortcomngs n the expermental desgn. Although there were no drect toxc effects (reduced 
bomass, mortalty) observed n S. alternflora, changes n the CF and TF mply that ncreased 
metal contamnaton s adversely affectng the physology of S. alternflora. Further research on 
ths topc s warranted. 
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